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3Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Herstellung und Untersuchung des Magneto-
transports in Kobalt Nanokontakten. Der Einfluss der Formanisotropie
auf die Magnetisierungsumkehr und die Wechselbeziehung zwischen spin-
abha¨ngigem Transport und der magnetischen Mikrostruktur, welche durch
Simulation bestimmt wurde, wurden untersucht. Die Kobalt Nanokontakte
wurden in planarer Geometrie zwischen zwei breiteren Elektroden auf einem
Si/SiO2 Substrat hergestellt unter Ausnutzung des Proximity-Effekts der
Elektronenstrahllithographie in Verbindung mit einem speziellen Layout.
Dieses Verfahren fu¨hrt zu mechanisch stabilen Nanokontrakten, die frei von
Magnetostriktionseffekten sind.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit belegen, dass es zwei separable Betra¨ge zum
Magnetowiderstand (MW) gibt, die unabha¨ngig beeinflussbar sind. Der
Magnetowiderstand bei hohen Feldern wird bestimmt von den Elektroden
und kann duch Variation der Breite der individuellen Elektroden modifiziert
werden, wa¨hrend der Magnetowiderstand bei schwachen Magnetfeldern der
Nanokontakt-Region zugeschrieben wird und von der Breite und Form der-
selben abha¨ngt. Wenn die Elektroden entlang der y-Richtung (senkrecht zur
Stromrichtung) ausgedehnt sind, wird in longitudinaler Konfiguration (Feld
entlang der Stromrichtung x) ein Anstieg des reversiblen Hochfeld-MW
beoachtet, der von einem positiven Beitrag durch Doma¨nenwandbildung
in den Elektroden stammt. In der transversalen Konfiguration (Feld ent-
lang y) der zeigt der Hochfeld MW keine signifikante Abnha¨ngigkeit von
der Breite der Elektroden, da der Umkehrprozess der Magnetisierung do-
miniert wird von Rotation anstatt von Doma¨nenwandbildung. Abha¨ngig
von der Richtung des Magnetfeldes relativ zum Stromfluss werden reversible
oder irreversible Schaltvorga¨nge im Niedrigfeld-MW beobachtet. Durch
Vera¨nderung der Form der Elektroden erha¨lt man verschiedene Nanokontakt-
Geometrien. Dies fu¨hrt zu vera¨ndertem Verhalten der Magnetisierung des
Nanokontakts in Folge der Formanisotropie. Fu¨r longitudinale Konfig-
uration findet ein U¨bergang von einem scharfen Schaltprozess zu einem
mehrstufigen Vorgang statt, wenn die Elektrodenbreite und damit die Ein-
schnu¨rungskru¨mmung des Nanokontakts vergro¨ßert wird. Bei transversalem
Feld hingegen geht minimal hysteretisches, quasi reversibles Schaltverhal-
ten bei geringer Kru¨mmung in ebenfalls mehrstufiges Schalten u¨ber. Die
irreversiblen Schaltvorga¨nge stehen in Zusammenhang mit der Existenz
von Doma¨nenwa¨nden im Nanonkontakt, wa¨hrend reversible Prozesse durch
koha¨rente Rotation der Magnetisierung zwischen der leichten und schweren
Richtung verursacht werden. Die Form der MW Kurve und der Abfall
des relativen Widerstands um bis zu 1% zeigen, dass der Anisotrope Mag-
netowiderstand (AMW) in allen gemessenen Systemen den dominierenden
Beitrag darstellt.
4Mikromagnetische Simulationen zeigen, dass zwei Doma¨nenwa¨nde bei-
derseits des Nanokontaktes der vollsta¨ndigen Magnetisierungsumkehr vo-
rausgehen. Fu¨r ein longitudinales Feld vereinigen sich beide Doma¨nenwa¨nde
und annihilieren direkt im Nanokontakt. Dies steht in direkter Verbindung
mit dem experimentell beobachteten scharfen Schaltprozess. Die Pra¨senz
von Doma¨nenwa¨nden im Nanokontakt im Bereich niedriger Magnetfelder
wird ebenfalls besta¨tigt durch “minor” MW Hystereseschleifen. Bei transver-
salem Feld wird der Nanokontakt als letztes durch Rotation ummagnetisiert,
was einer nicht- oder minimal hysteretischen MW-Kurve entspricht. Aus
dem Vergleich von Simulation und Experiment la¨sst sich ein mittlerer posi-
tiver Grenzfla¨chenwiderstand einer einzelnen Doma¨nenwand von 8.4 × 10−7
Ωm2 und ein Doma¨nenwand-MW von 0.07% abscha¨tzen.
Die bie 4 K MW Messungen wurden vom Exchange Bias Effekt durch
die antiferromagnetische oxidierte Co Oberfla¨che beeinflusst. Beim Ku¨hlen
in angelegtem Magnetfeld wird daher in der Co Schicht eine unidirektionale
Anisotropie entlang der Richtung des Einku¨hlfeldes induziert. Die Mag-
netisierungsumkehr findet entweder u¨berwiegend durch Doma¨nenbildung
oder Magnetisierungsrotation zwischen den beiden leichten Richtungen in
Folge der Formanisotropie und des Bias-Feldes statt. Im Fall des feldlosen
Ku¨hlens variiert die Richtung des Exchange Bias lokal mit der Doma¨nenstruktur
der Probe und verursacht sukzessive nichtreproduzierbare MW Kurven.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The effect of an external magnetic field on the electronic transport in fer-
romagnetic materials - the magnetoresistance (MR) - is a physical effect
of fundamental and industrial interest. Magnetic memory devices are used
to store data by magnetic hysteresis and magnetic field sensors are used
to read data by magnetoresistance effects. The oldest known MR effect,
discovered in 1857 by W. Thomson, is the anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR), which results from spin-orbit scattering and is manifested as the
resistance variation with the angle between the local magnetization and
electrical current lines. The AMR effect in thin films was exploited in first
magnetoresitive read heads for magnetic hard disk drives in 1992, resulting
in an increase of the annual growth rate of the storage density from 25%
to 60%. A giant magnetoresistance effect (GMR) was discovered in 1988
by P. Gru¨nberg and A. Fert [1, 2] in systems consisting of two magnetic
layers separated by a thin spacer layer a few nm thick. The resistance is
usually lower when the magnetizations in the two ferromagnetic layers are
parallel than in the anti-parallel case. This discovery had a great impact
both through its industrial applications as read-heads, enabling the storage
density to be increased at a 100% rate per year, and Magnetic Random
Access Memories (MRAM), as well as for triggering the field of spintron-
ics (SPIN elecTRONICS), aiming to use the spin of the charge carriers in
electronic devices with enhanced functionalities. The integration of AMR
and GMR read heads into the computer technology have helped to increase
the arial density of magnetic disk drive by a factor of 35 millions, since the
introduction of the first disk drive (RAMAC) in 1957 by IBM. This develop-
ment was possible by decreasing the size of the magnetic grains that make
up data bits and increasing the read head sensitivity (AMR - few percent,
GMR - 65% [3]) along with a decrease in its size. Another magnetic device
is the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), which is currently slowly replacing
GMR read heads and has potential use in high speed, high density and
nonvolatility MRAM. It consists of two ferromagnetic metals separated by
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a thin insulating layer. The tunneling current across the MTJ depends on
the magnetic arrangement of the magnetic moments of the magnetic lay-
ers and is higher when the magnetic moments are aligned parallel than in
the anti-parallel case. Tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effects of 350
% were reported and the theoretical models do not appear to place a limit
on the TMR value [4]. A huge change in resistance, called colossal magne-
toresistance (CMR), was observed in perovskite materials. An effect of 106
% was found in La1−xCaxMnO3 system [5] in the antiferromagnetic phase,
where the application of a magnetic field induces a ferromagnetic alignment
of spins that is highly beneficial to the electron conduction.
As the tendency towards miniaturization increases, it is important to
understand, how the magnetoresistive effects are influenced by size reduc-
tion. By decreasing the size of a magnetic structure an increased fraction
of its volume will consist of domain walls as long as they can be accom-
modated. Because of the local modulation of magnetic moments inside the
domain walls, an additional magnetoresistance is generated, namely domain
wall magnetoresistance (DWMR). In practice, a constriction is used to pin
a domain wall of comparable size. There are two regimes of DWMR defined
as function of the domain wall width, namely, the diffusive regime applica-
ble for nm wide nanocontacts and the ballistic DWMR in the case of atomic
point contacts. The diffusive DWMR is embedded in AMR, which in this
case comes from the non-collinear magnetization inside the domain wall.
The ballistic DWMR, known also as ballistic magnetoresistance (BMR),
is attributed to a non-adiabatically accommodation of electron spin when
passing a sharp domain wall pinned at the nanocontact. The thinner the
domain wall, the more the system approximates to that of a GMR layer
structure in which the change in the spin orientation is very abrupt when
passing through the interfaces.
From the theoretical point of view positive and negative contributions of
domain walls to the total resistance of a ferromagnetic metal are predicted.
In the diffusive regime, the additional resistance given by a domain wall
is direct proportional to the degree of spin-polarization of the current and
inversely proportional to the square of the wall width, so that narrow walls
are required to obtain a large MR. The MR ratio is independent of the
overall scattering rate, thus, the relevant length scale is set by the rate at
which the spin of the electrons can relax to track the changing magnetization
direction in the domain wall [39, 40, 43, 45]. A domain wall can also cause
a redistribution of the electrons between the spin-up and spin-down bands
and thus modify the resistivity when the scattering relaxation times are
different. A slight stoichiometry and morphological variations can result in
a negative as well as a positive contribution, depending on the difference of
scattering relaxation times [47]. In a disordered system, the wall suppresses
the interference between the electrons, and hence decreases the resistance
5in the weakly localized regime [46]. To get access to the ballistic regime,
the nanocontact must be of atomic scale, resulting in a domain wall of
atomic dimensions trapped there in the antiferromagnetically aligned state.
This domain wall can influence the number of open conduction channels,
transmission probabilities and degrees of spin polarization and spin-flipping.
The first observation of a (negative) MR of 200 % attributed to the
BMR effect at room temperature was reported for mechanically formed
point contacts made by touching two Ni wires [56]. The effect was only
seen for contacts with a conductance of a few times the quantum unit of
conductance G = 2e2/h, implying that the contact area is little more than a
few atoms. This result attracted a large number of other groups to look at
this effect. New experiments were performed on electrodeposited nanocon-
tacts across nickel wires in a “T” geometry with claims of magnetoresistance
of over 3000% (11 nm estimated diameter) [58] and 100000% (few nm to
few tens of nm estimated diameter) [59], with the saturated state being the
high resistance one in most samples (positive MR). These results are still
hotly debated, raising serious doubt about the origin of the measured BMR,
but without ruling out the possibility of true BMR of electronic origin in
nanocontacts. A careful series of experiments on similar geometries showed
that large MR were caused by artifacts involving magnetostrictive or mag-
netostatic forces making and breaking the contact and the movement of
magnetic nanoparticles created in the contact region during the fabrication
using a plating process [60, 61]. Therefore, it is desirable to establish this
effect in mechanically stable, lithographically defined structures.
The aim of this work is to explore the interrelation between magne-
totransport in rigid, lithographically prepared nanocontacts and magnetic
microstructure revealed by micromagnetic simulations. This thesis is di-
vided in three main chapters: fundamental aspects, experimental techniques
and experimental results. In the first chapter, the basic concepts necessary
to understand spin-dependent transport phenomena in magnetic nanocon-
tacts are introduced. The formation of domain and domain walls in µm
large ferromagnetic sample due to energy minimization, the unconstrained
Bloch and Ne´el bulk domain walls and the geometrically confined domain
walls are described. AMR effect, magnetization reversal mechanisms and
the correlation between them are presented. The theoretical models used
to explain the two regimes of DWMR are given, followed by an overview of
the experimental results obtained on nanocontacts by other groups, in both
ballistic and diffusive regimes. At the end a description of the important
issues concerning micromagnetic calculations is presented.
In the second chapter sample fabrication and experimental techniques
are described in detail. The cobalt nanocontacts are defined in a planar
geometry between two wider electrodes on a Si/SiO2 substrate using a fab-
rication method that combines the proximity effect of electron beam lithog-
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raphy with a special layout design. The 20 nm thick cobalt structures are
linked with the bonding pads, previously defined by optical lithography, in
a second EBL step by 100 nm thick Au electrodes. A non-magnetic ma-
terial is chosen to eliminate any influences on the magnetic reversal of our
structures. Magnetoresistance measurements are used as an indirect sensing
tool based on the AMR effect to observe to magnetization reversal process
in individual structures. Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) is used to in-
vestigate the remanent magnetic domain configuration of the structures.
In the third chapter the MR measurements performed on cobalt thin
films and nanocontacts of different geometries and sizes are given and dis-
cussed. The magnetic field is applied in-plane, parallel (longitudinal configu-
ration) as well as perpendicular (transversal configuration) to the nanocon-
tact’s axis/current flow direction. The obtained results on Co structures
show that there are two separable contributions to the magnetoresistance
which can be tuned independently. The high-field MR is given by the elec-
trodes and can be modified by changing the width of individual electrodes,
while the low-field MR is attributed to the nanocontact region and was
found to depend on both nanocontact shape and width. Depending on the
direction of the applied field relative to the current, reversible and irre-
versible switching events are observed.
The 4 K MR measurements are found to be influenced by the exchange
bias effect between the ferromagnetic cobalt electrodes and the antiferro-
magnetic oxidized Co surface. When cooling down in an applied magnetic
field, the uniform biased Co layer behaves as if it possesses a unidirectional
anisotropy axis along the field cooling direction. In the zero field cooling
case, the exchange bias varies locally throughout the sample giving rise to
non-reproducible successive MR traces. The shape of the MR and the rel-
ative resistance drop of up to 1.3% indicate that the changes in resistance
are due to the AMR effect.
Micromagnetic simulations are used to get a better understanding of
magnetization reversal processes and their influence on the spin transport
characteristics. Two domain walls pinned on each side of the nanocontact
preface the complete reversal. In the longitudinal configuration, the two
domain walls merge and dissolve in the nanocontact (irreversible switching
event). In the transversal configuration, the nanocontact is the last reversed
region by magnetization rotation (reversible event). Combining simulation
and experiment, an average positive interface resistance of a single domain
wall of 8.4 × 10−7 Ωm2 and a DWMR of 0.07% are estimated.
In this study, we show that the influence of individual electrodes on the
magnetization reversal and switching field of magnetic structures with con-
strictions can be separated from the nanocontact’s contribution. Moreover,
the reversible and irreversible transitions in the MR measurements can be
linked to the simulated magnetization reversal processes.
Chapter 2
Fundamental aspects
In this chapter the basic concepts necessary to understand spin-dependent
transport phenomena in magnetic nanocontacts are introduced. First sec-
tion (Sec. 2.1) deals with magnetic domains and domain walls (DWs). Two
types of domain walls are described: bulk and geometrically confined DWs.
The latter appears in magnetic constrictions and represents a new kind of
DW, besides the unconstrained Bloch and Ne´el bulk walls. These systems
are characterized by means of magnetoresistive effects, which serve as an
indirect sensing tool on the nanometer scale. Anisotropic magnetoresis-
tance (AMR) caused by spin-orbit interaction and domain wall magnetore-
sistance (DWMR) due to scattering of electrons at the domain walls are
used to observe the magnetization reversal processes in cobalt structures
with constrictions. The AMR effect is presented in Sec. 2.2, followed by a
detailed description of the magnetic reversal for a µm large ferromagnetic
sample in Sec. 2.3. Then, the correlation between AMR and magnetization
reversal is discussed on the basis of an experimental work taken from litera-
ture. The theoretical models used to explain the DWMR effect are given in
Sec. 2.4. There are two regimes of DWMR defined as function of the DW
width, namely, the diffusive regime applicable for nm wide nanocontacts
and the ballistic DWMR in the case of atomic point contacts. The diffusive
DWMR is discussed to a larger extent, because it is relevant for the exper-
iments presented in this thesis. The ballistic DWMR is described in order
to give the reader a more complete picture of the spin-dependent transport
in nanocontacts down to the atomic scale. An overview of the experimental
results obtained on nanocontacts by other groups, in both ballistic and diffu-
sive regimes, is given in Sec. 2.5. In the last section (Sec. 2.6), a description
of the important issues concerning micromagnetic calculations is presented.
The simulations were used to get a better understanding of magnetization
reversal processes and their influence on the spin transport characteristics.
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2.1 Magnetic domains and domain walls
2.1.1 Magnetic domains
The concept of magnetic domains was suggested by Weiss [6] in order to ex-
plain the fact that ferromagnetic materials with spontaneous magnetization
could exist in a demagnetized state. This was one of the most important
advances in the understanding of ferromagnetism after the earlier works of
Ampe`re [7], Weber [8] and Ewing [9]. Within a magnetic domain, large
numbers of atomic moments (typically 1012 - 1018) are aligned in parallel
due to the exchange interaction. In polycrystalline materials, the magneti-
zation within the domain is almost uniform, with the direction of alignment
varying from domain to domain in a more or less random manner and hence,
the magnetization of a specimen can be zero. However, in single crystals
certain crystallographic axes are preferred by the magnetic moments, which
in the absence of a magnetic field will align along one of these equivalent
“magnetic easy axes”.
The existence of domains is a consequence of energy minimization as
shown first by Landau and Lifschitz [10]. A uniformly magnetized specimen
as shown in Fig. 2.1 a has a large magnetostatic (demagnetizing) energy
associated with it. This is the result of the presence of magnetic free poles
at the surface of the specimen generating a demagnetizing field, Hd. This
field opposes the field created by the specimen. The demagnetizing field
is proportional to the magnetization M and is given by Hd = NdM where
Nd is a demagnetizing factor which is calculated from the sample geometry.
The configuration of Fig. 2.1 a is preferred by small particle with a few
tens of nanometers in diameter [11] for which the domain wall formation is
energetically unfavorable due to the exchange energy.
The break up of the magnetization into two domains as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1 b reduces the magnetostatic energy by half. In fact if the magnet
breaks down into N domains then the magnetostatic energy is reduced by a
factor of 1/N, hence Fig. 2.1 c has a quarter of the magnetostatic energy of
Fig. 2.1 a. These stripe-domain patterns are often found in materials with
high uniaxial anisotropy, e.g. cobalt and permanent magnets [12]. Fig. 2.1 d
shows a closure domain structure (Landau pattern) where the magnetostatic
energy is zero, however, this is only possible for materials that do not have
a strong uniaxial anisotropy. Therefore, the neighboring domains can be
at 900 to each other. Although cobalt has an uniaxial anisotropy, shape
anisotropy becomes the leading contribution, when polycrystalline films are
involved. This leads to a flux-closure magnetic configuration, which was
often observed in this thesis on cobalt structures by MFM (see Sec. 3.3).
The introduction of domains raises the overall energy of the system due
the non-collinear magnetization inside the domain walls which results in
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the break up of magnetization into domains:
(a) single domain, (b) two domains, (c) four domains and (d) closure domains.
Providing shorter return paths for the magnetic flux at the ends of the specimen
or within the specimen reduce the magnetostatic energy. Taken from [13]
an increase in the exchange energy. Therefore, the division into domains
only continues, as long as the reduction in magnetostatic energy is greater
than the energy required to form the domain wall (associated anisotropy
and exchange energy costs). The energy associated with a domain wall
is proportional to its area. The magnetic structures studied in this thesis
consist of two wide electrodes (1 to 5 µm) with a nanoconstriction between
them. Therefore, two types of domain walls will be discussed, namely, bulk
DWs and geometrically confined DWs.
2.1.2 Bulk domain walls
A domain wall is the transition region between two magnetic domains where
the magnetic moments undergo a reorientation as was first suggested by
Bloch [14]. The wall width is determined from a balance of the anisotropy
energy and exchange energy. The crystalline anisotropy tends to make the
domain wall thinner, because the anisotropy energy is lowest when all mo-
ments are aligned along crystallographically equivalent easy axes. Thus, the
magnetization can change abruptly from one easy direction to another in
traversing the wall. On the other hand, the exchange energy tends to make
the walls thicker, since the exchange energy in a ferromagnet is minimized
when neighboring moments are aligned parallel, resulting in a continuous
and gradual variation of the magnetization in the wall. Therefore, the do-
main wall energy is an intrinsic property of the material, depending on the
degree of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the strength of the exchange
interaction between neighboring atoms.
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There are two main types of walls schematically shown in Fig. 2.2: the
Bloch wall and the Ne´el wall. Both represent strongly simplified models for
the actual arrangement of the magnetization in domain walls. Generally, the
most probable case for a wall transition is a mixed form of both Bloch and
Ne´el walls. In the Bloch wall [14] the magnetization vector rotates around an
axis normal to the domain wall leading to magnetic charges where the Bloch
wall intersects the surface. In the Ne´el wall [15], which is prevalent in thin
films, the magnetization rotates in the plane of the structure. A Ne´el wall is
free of surface charges, but leads to volume charges. Therefore, the ratio of
the surface to the volume of the sample determines, which one of these wall
types is energetically favored. The transition from Ne´el walls to Bloch walls
with increasing layer thickness has been derived analytically by Ne´el [15]
and has been calculated by means of micromagnetics by Trunk et al. [16]. A
more complex domain structure has been found at the transition thickness,
namely, the cross-tie wall [12, 17]. It consists of a periodic sequence of
vortex and antivortex structures with vertical Bloch line (VBL) of opposite
polarization and 900 Ne´el walls at the surface of the film between the vortex
and antivortex.
The characteristic extension of Bloch walls δB = pi
√
A/K and Ne´el
walls δN = pi
√
2A/µ0M2s in bulk materials has been derived analytically by
Kronmu¨ller [18]. The domain wall thickness is calculated by minimizing the
energy (the sum of the anisotropy and exchange energies) of the wall with
respect to its width. The parameters involved are: A - the exchange con-
stant (exchange stiffness), K - anisotropy constant and Ms - the saturation
magnetization. For cobalt A = 30 × 10−12 J/m, Ku = 520 × 103 J/m3 and
Ms = 1.4 × 106 A/m which gives δB ∼ 24 nm and δN ∼ 15 nm, respectively.
In case of polycrystalline films when D ≪ lexch,eff , the magneto-crystalline
anisotropy constant is averaged out by the exchange interaction; the effec-
tive anisotropy constant is given by Keff = K
(
D/
√
A/K
)6
[19], where D
is the average grain size and lexch,eff =
√
A/Keff . This leads to a Bloch
wall δB ∼ 380 nm and lexch,eff ∼ 120 nm, taking D = 3 nm as measured
by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) (see Sec. 4.2). In Fig. 2.3 a zoom
of a MFM image along with two domain wall profiles corresponding to a
1800 wall (green line) and 900 wall (blue line) are shown. The wall widths
measured between the two crosses/arrows are 380 nm (green arrows) and
320 nm (blue arrows), respectively. No corrections due to the tip shape or
mutual interaction with the sample by means of the stray fields were done.
A detailed discussion concerning the MFM technique is given in Sec. 3.3.
In a narrow constriction a geometrically constrained magnetic domain wall
can be formed. It constitutes a new kind of magnetic wall, besides the
unconstrained Bloch and Ne´el walls presented above.
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Figure 2.2: Sketches of the internal structure of (a) a Bloch wall with some
of the magnetic moments oriented normal to the film plane. This leads to a
demagnetization energy associated with the Bloch wall. (b) Ne´el wall has all
moments oriented in the plane. The Ne´el wall is energetically favored once the
film thickness decreases below a certain critical value. (c) A “domain” model of a
cross-tie wall. The circular and cross Bloch lines are indicated by open and filled
circles, respectively. Taken from [12].
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Figure 2.3: (a) Zoom of a MFM image with two domain wall profile lines. (b)
The corresponding wall widths given by the distance between the green arrows for
the 1800 wall and blue arrows for 900 wall are 380 nm and 320 nm, respectively.
2.1.3 Geometrically confined domain walls
The structure and properties of a geometrically constrained magnetic wall
in a constriction separating two wider regions were studied theoretically by
P. Bruno [20]. This geometry is similar to our experimental configuration.
He pointed out that in a constriction the usual pi
√
A/K formulation for the
domain wall width δ is no longer valid. Considering a constriction whose
cross section varies significantly on its length d, it was found that δ ∼ d. The
wall energy consists mostly of exchange energy. Although for a very narrow
wall located at the center of the constriction the exchange energy is very
high, it is counterbalanced by the decrease in the wall energy as it occupies
a very small volume. Therefore, the wall structure will be controlled essen-
tially by the geometry of the constriction, which determines the strength
of the exchange field and only depend weakly on the material parameters
such as magnetization, exchange stiffness, and anisotropy constant. A cal-
culated wall profile showing a substantial compression of the wall thickness
is shown in Fig. 2.4. For an atomic point contact, the width of a domain
wall trapped there will also be of atomic dimensions, and hence a good can-
didate for observing ballistic effects, which will be addressed in Sec. 2.4.2.
The only available technique to observe domain walls of atomic dimensions
is spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy (SP-STM). This was used
by Ding et al. to observe extremely narrow walls (1.1 nm) at the surface of
a Co (0001) bulk single crystal [21]. Atomically abrupt domain walls (6 ± 2
A˚) were observed in Fe nanowires grown by epitaxial step-edge decoration
of a vicinal W substrate by Pratzer et al. [22].
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Figure 2.4: Magnetization profile of a geometrically constrained magnetic wall
as calculated in [20] for a wire with a rectangular notch where the width is one-
tenth that of the main magnetic wire and the length is one-tenth of w0 = pi
√
A/K
(solid line), as compared with to the unconstrained Bloch wall with the same w0
(dashed line). The compression of the wall thickness is easily visible. Taken from
[20].
The experimental investigation of magnetization reversal processes on
the nanometer scale by means of macroscopic methods, e.g. SQUID (Su-
perconducting QUantum Interference Device) or MOKE (Magneto-Optic
Kerr Effect), is impossible, because the magnetic moment of an individ-
ual nanocontact is very small. Therefore, magnetoresistance measurements
are used as an indirect sensing tool based on magnetoresistive effects such
as AMR and diffusive/ballistic DWMR. The appearance of these effects de-
pends on the width of the magnetic structure as sketched in Fig. 2.5. In the
µm range more than one domain and domain wall contribute to the resis-
tance resulting in about 1% AMR. When dealing with a magnetic nanowire
a single domain wall can be introduced and measured [23]. Due to a domain
wall extension, which is comparable with the wire width, the DWMR effect
is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the AMR, which in this case
comes from the non-collinear magnetization inside the domain wall. This
is the diffusive regime of DWMR. When the wire is reduced to a single
atom, an atomically abrupt domain wall forms across the contact in the
antiferromagnetically aligned state resulting in a 300% change in resistance
according to the most recent experimental paper on cobalt atomic point
contacts [24]. The effect is known as ballistic magnetoresistance (BMR) or
ballistic DWMR. These effects along with the experimental situation are
discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 2.5: Magnetoresistive effects as function of the magnetic structure’s
width. The µm range is dominated by the anisotropic magnetoresistance. The
MFM image illustrates the presence of more than one domain wall in the sample.
The scale bar above the MFM image is 1 µm. In case of a nanowire, a single
domain wall (the black rectangle), having a width comparable with that of the
nanowire, can be isolated and measured. The effect is called diffusive domain
wall magnetoresistance because it is embedded in the AMR. The A˚ range cor-
responds to one or a few atoms contact. In the antiferromagnetically aligned
state an atomically abrupt domain wall forms across the contact giving rise to
a significant MR. Due to atomic dimensions the transport is ballistic and hence,
the scattering is of magnetic origin. The effect is known as ballistic magnetore-
sistance or ballistic DWMR. Part of this figure (the atomically abrupt domain
wall) was taken from [24].
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2.2 Anisotropic Magnetoresistance
When a current flows through a ferromagnetic material, its resistivity varies
as function of the relative angle between the electric current and the mag-
netization direction. This phenomenon was discovered by Thomson in 1857
and was called anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR). The importance of
this phenomenon was recognized more than a century later in the 1970s
when AMR of a few percent at room temperature was found in a number of
alloys based on iron, cobalt, and nickel, which stimulated the development
of AMR sensors for magnetic recording [25]. In this thesis the AMR effect is
used to reveal the magnetization reversal processes in magnetic structures
with constrictions.
Film studies show that thickness, grain size, and deposition parameters
play a significant role in determining the percentage change in magnetoresis-
tance. The sign of the effect may be either positive or negative, depending
on the material: minority spin metals have a negative AMR (3d metals
and alloys containing iridium), while majority spin systems show a positive
AMR (3d metals and alloys) [25, 26].
Ferromagnetic metals exhibiting the AMR effect show maximum resis-
tivity, when the current is parallel to the magnetization direction, ρ‖, and
minimum resistivity when the current is perpendicular to the magnetization
direction, ρ⊥. The magnitude of AMR can be defined by
AMR =
ρ‖ − ρ⊥
ρ⊥
(2.1)
At intermediate angles, θ, between the current and magnetization direc-
tion, the resistivity of an AMR material is given by
ρ(θ) = ρ⊥ + (ρ‖ − ρ⊥) cos2 θ (2.2)
The AMR effect is a result of electron scattering at the level of atomic
orbitals. The spin-orbit interaction leads to an energy splitting of d-orbitals.
This causes a non-symmetric charge distribution, which results in anisotropic
scattering of the 4s-conduction electrons.
Our cobalt films showed an AMR effect of 0.12%, which is low as com-
pared with 1% or 2.5% reported in the literature for pure cobalt films
[27, 28]. As already mentioned, these differences are due to film prepa-
ration conditions as well as measurement configuration. Details about our
films are given in Sec. 4.2.
2.3 Magnetization reversal processes
As described in Sec. 2.1 and shown in Sec. 2.1.2, a ferromagnetic structure
of µm size contains magnetic domains separated by domain walls. The
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main source of this section is the textbook of D. Jiles [29], chapter 8. The
interested reader may study the references therein. When a weak magnetic
field is applied it is the moments within the domain walls which can most
easily be rotated since the resulting directions of the moments within the
walls are a fine balance between the exchange and anisotropy energies. The
energy input by the field alters this balance, causing the moments to rotate.
The domains aligned antiparallel to the field direction are at the bottom of
a deep energy well caused by their mutual interaction through the exchange
field. The net result is that the moments within the walls rotate slightly
from the crystallographic easy axes into the field direction as the field is
increased. This process is called domain wall motion.
Two types of wall motion can occur: wall displacement and wall bending.
The strength of the domain wall pinning and the surface energy of the wall
determine which of these occurs in a particular case. In practice, domain
walls exhibit both bending and translation under the action of a magnetic
field.
Walls with high surface energy compared to the pinning energy tend
to remain planar. The movement of a planar domain wall is irreversible
if the material is not sufficiently pure and has defects. In this case, the
displacement of domain walls is impeded by regions of inhomogeneous strain
which interacts via the magnetostriction with the magnetic moments to
provide local energy barriers which the domain walls need to overcome. The
strain is associated with dislocations and microstructural inhomogeneities
such as the presence of particles of a second phase (magnetic inclusions)
within the lattice material.
Walls with low surface energy compared to the pinning energy show a
tendency to bend. Domain wall bending is a reversible process at low fields.
The domain wall expands like an elastic membrane under the action of a
magnetic field. When the field is removed the wall returns to its original
position. Wall bending becomes irreversible once the domain wall is suffi-
ciently deformed, so that the expansion continues without further increase
of the field. The bending of the domain wall which begins as reversible can
also become irreversible, if during this process the wall encounters further
pinning sites, which prevent it from relaxing once the field is removed.
Simultaneously with wall motion, a slight rotation of the magnetic mo-
ments within a domain from the crystallographic easy axes toward the field
direction appears. This results in a reversible rotation of the magnetic mo-
ments within a domain. Both, domain rotation and wall motion lead to a
growth of domains, which are aligned favorably with the field and a conse-
quent reduction in size of domains which are aligned in a direction opposing
the field.
At intermediate to high fields there is an irreversible mechanism within
the domain when the moments rotate from their original easy axis to the
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easy axis closest to the field direction. This occurs when the field energy
overcomes the anisotropy energy. In this case, once the magnetic moments
within the domain have rotated into a different easy axis the moments
remain within the potential well provided by the easy axis if the field is
reduced.
At high fields the energy minimum of the easy axis closest to the field is
perturbed by the field energy until the minimum lies in the field direction.
This results in a reversible rotation of the moments into the field direction
and hence a reversible change in magnetization at high fields. Finally at very
high fields there is a reversible change in which the magnetic moments within
the specimen, which is already a single domain, are aligned more closely with
the field direction. This occurs, because the individual magnetic moments
precess about the field direction due to thermal energy. This precession does
not give any net moment in other directions, but does reduce the component
of magnetization along the field direction. As the field strength increases
the angle of precession is reduced. Similarly, if the temperature is lowered
the angle of precession is reduced due to a reduction in thermal energy.
2.3.1 Anisotropic magnetoresistance and magnetization re-
versal
Considering the dependence of AMR on magnetization direction, local mag-
netization reversal events should clearly show up in the resistivity, if the
system is confined. In the following, the correlation between AMR and
magnetization reversal is discussed on the basis of the work of Brands et al.
[30], in which a 30 nm thick cobalt nanowire with two different widths was
characterized. The film was polycrystalline with the magnetic easy axis
of the Co grains randomly distributed. Therefore, no magnetocrystalline
anisotropy was involved, the shape anisotropy being the leading contribu-
tion. In Fig. 2.6 a an MFM image is shown for a wire with widths w1 =
55 nm and w2 = 700 nm after saturating the wire along its long axis (+y-
direction), then applying a field of B = -75 mT in the opposite direction
(-y) and returning to B = 0 mT. Thus, one obtains a remanent state where
the wider part of the nanowire has switched, whereas the narrower has not.
The corresponding MR behaviour for the whole wire and central part are
presented in Fig. 2.6 b and c, respectively. After saturating the wire with a
magnetic field applied longitudinally (+y-direction), the nanowire returns
to a monodomain-like remanence state at zero magnetic field due to the
shape anisotropy. In order to minimize the magnetostatic energy a C -
state forms at the ends of the wire. The application of a small field in
the opposite direction results in a domain wall motion and domain rota-
tion (reversible processes) in that region. This leads to the generation of
a small amount of transversal magnetization components perpendicular to
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Figure 2.6: (a) MFM image of a cobalt nanowire with two different widths w1
= 55 nm, w2 = 700 nm. The image was taken at remanence after switching the
wider wire by applying a magnetic field of 75 mT along the +y-direction. The
bright spot at the middle junction indicates a 1800 domain wall. (b) Longitudinal
resistance of a Pt-capped Co nanowire as a function of the applied magnetic field.
The wire has a uniform thickness of 32 nm (tPt = 2 nm), length l = 100 µm and
two different widths w1 = 85 nm, w2 = 700 nm. (c) The resistance for the inner
voltage leads of the same wire. The arrows represent the measurement procedure.
Taken from [30].
the current which gives through the AMR effect a decrease in resistance.
At a field of B = -25 mT the domain wall is depinned against the shape
anisotropy and along with the reversed domain traverse the wider wire (ir-
reversible processes). Both wires are now uniformly magnetized along their
long axes, however, pointing against each other with a single 1800 domain
wall in between.
From B = -25 mT to B = -80 mT, the domain wall is pinned at the
constriction since the wider wire is completely magnetized in the direction
parallel to the magnetic field while the narrower wire has not yet switched.
At B = -80 mT the domain wall is forced out of the constriction into the nar-
rower part of the nanowire (irreversible process), but remains pinned there.
The continuously decreasing resistance reflects the increasing amount of
magnetization components in the narrower wire, which are oriented perpen-
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dicular to the current. The domain processes involved are again reversible
domain wall motion and rotation. At a field of B = -95 mT the domain
wall is depinned from the narrower wire accompanying its switching and
the resistance returns to its original value. Fig. 2.6 c shows the resistance
of the same wire as displayed in b measured however, at the inner voltage
leads which have a width of about 500 nm and are only 900 nm apart. The
pinning and depinning of the domain wall, both irreversible processes, are
clearly visible. In-between the domain wall is trapped in the constriction.
2.4 Domain wall magnetoresistance - theoretical
models
2.4.1 Diffusive regime
Because of the local modulation of magnetic moments inside the domain
walls a resistance is generated in addition to that arising from the domains.
This is known as domain wall resistance (DWR). This section deals with
the diffusive regime of DWMR, which corresponds to a DW width in the
nm range, similar to nanocontacts measured in this thesis (chapter 4). In
order to study this effect a well-defined and simple domain state containing
only one or many similar DWs is needed. This can be achieved either in
thin films or nanostructures.
In the case of thin films dense domain patterns are formed at remanence,
typically a stripe or labyrinth domain structure, with equal numbers of
narrow domains magnetized along the two easy directions, in- or out-of
the film plane. The magnetization subdivides until the associated energy
cost of creating new walls exceeds the drop in magnetostatic energy. It
is the high density of walls that makes thin films useful for DWR studies
even if one may expect complex multidirectional wall structure which can
prove problematic for the interpretation of transport data. A well-defined
domain state can be achieved in many ways. The first one is to choose a
material with a perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy large enough
to lift the magnetization vector out of the film plane [31]. Another option
is to take advantage of the strong anisotropies present at interfaces between
different magnetic metals and prepare multilayers with a high density of
such interfaces which form a system with a strong out-of-plane anisotropy
such as Co/Pt or Co/Pd [32]. To control the creation of in-plane magnetized
domains one can use thickness modulation [33] or exchange bias effect [34].
In the case of nanostructures only one or a few domain walls are involved.
The domain configuration is controlled by using shape-related magnetostatic
effects. The most common geometry is that of a wire [35]. Some feature
like a constriction or notch needs to be inserted into the wire in order to
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Figure 2.7: Spin-resolved potential profiles V↑,↓ and resulting wavefunctions ψ↑,↓
at abrupt and wide (adiabatic) domain walls. The wavefunctions are travelling
from left to right. In the adiabatic case, the wavelengths of the two wavefunctions
are exchanged, but the change in potential energy is slow enough that there is
no change in the amplitude of the transmitted wave. When the wall is abrupt
the wavelength change is accompanied by substantial reflection, resulting in a
much lower transmitted amplitude (the reflected part of the wavefunction is not
shown). This gives rise to domain wall resistance. Taken from [41].
locate and pin the wall. Since the wall surface energy is reduced when
the wall enters the notch it forms an effective energy well in which the
wall can reside. Wall nucleation generally takes place at the ends of the
nanostructured wire, and is strongly affected by the details of the shape
there [36]. By positioning a large pad at the end of the wire, a wall is
reproducibly nucleated at the point where the pad joins onto the wire [23].
An alternative nucleation strategy is to use an on-top current-carrying wire
to generate the localized magnetization reversal [37]. Once the domain wall
is created, it can propagate in the nanowire by applying a magnetic field
[37] or a current [38] and eventually be pinned at the constriction. Thus,
DWR measurements on a single domain wall are possible.
In this thesis a nanoconstriction is lithographically defined between two
wider electrodes. The size and shape of the two electrodes can be varied to
separate their switching fields and thus to trap a single domain wall at the
nanocontact during the magnetization reversal process.
The effect of domain walls on the resistance of a ferromagnetic metal is
discussed below. From the theoretical point of view positive and negative
contributions to the total resistance are predicted.
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2.4.1.1 Positive domain wall magnetoresistance
The first attempt to calculate the electrical resistance of a domain wall is
attributed to Cabrera and Falicov in 1974 [39, 40]. The basic idea of the
so-called paramagnetic, spin-scattering model is the following. Electrons
travelling in one domain will experience a different potential upon entering
an oppositely magnetized domain since the band minimum will differ by
the exchange energy splitting. The basis of their model was to calculate
the reflection coefficients of the electronic wavefunctions at the potential
steps that domain walls will represent within this picture, as sketched in
Fig. 2.7. Two cases were considered: weak (2µBB0 ≪ EF ) and strong
(2µBB0 ≈ EF ) exchange splitting of the bands, defined by comparing the
exchange energy 2µBB0 with the Fermi energy: B0 is the molecular field, not
a real magnetic field. In the case of weak splitting, the magnetoresistance
of the wall is ∆ρ/ρDW ∼ exp(−pikF DζF ), where ∆ρ = ρ − ρDW with ρDW
denoting the resistivity in the presence of a DW, D is the wall thickness
and ζF = µBB0/EF . By definition, for weak splitting ζF < 1, but the
Fermi wavelength 2pi/kF is orders of magnitude smaller than D for most
systems. This implies the wall resistance to be vanishingly small, because of
the exponential dependence. For the example of iron, 2pi/kF is only 1-2A˚,
depending on the band, while the wall thickness is some thousands of A˚.
This leads to a value of ∆ρ/ρDW ∼ 10−4. The physical reason for this is
that waves are only scattered strongly by potential steps that are abrupt on
the scale of the wavelength of that wave, as sketched in Fig. 2.7. For strong
splitting (ζF ≈ 1), it was found to be necessary to restrict the calculation
to a very narrow wall, assuming kF D ≪ 1. In practice, this means atomic
abruptness. In this case a variable v = kF↑/kF↓ = (g(EF↑/EF↓))
1/3, which
is connected to the polarization P of a ferromagnet [41] determines the
DW resistance. The obvious relationship with the Stearns definition of
polarization, P = (kF↑ − kF↓)/(kF↑ + kF↓), emphasizes that the theory
is essentially one describing tunnelling between one domain and the next.
The DW resistance vanishes as v → 1, while for v →∞ (equivalent to P →
1), the material becomes half-metallic and the wall resistance also tends
towards an infinite value.
In 1978 Berger suggested that domain walls are too thick to “scatter”
electrons appreciably [42]. Because the conduction electron wavelength is
much shorter than the domain-wall width, the electronic spin follows the
local magnetization adiabatically and gradually tilts as it traverses the wall.
Berger also discussed the possible torques exerted on the moments within
the wall (domain wall drag effect), which are proportional to the polarization
of the current. This work represents the first suggestion that the interaction
of a current with a magnetic domain wall can be used to measure the degree
of spin-polarization of that current and the transfer torque.
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Another model of DWR was given by Viret et al. in 1996 [43]. It is a
semi-classical model based on the pseudo-Larmor precession of the electron
spin around the rotating exchange field in a wall (see Fig. 2.8 a). This
precession will allow the spin direction to track the local exchange field
direction to a greater or lesser extent depending on the timescales of the
precession and the wall rotation. As the spins deviate away from the local
exchange field while crossing the domain wall an additional resistance, given
by
∆R
R
=
2P
(1− P )2 (1− < cos θS >) (2.3)
will be measured per domain wall, where P is the polarization of the current
and θS is the angular deviation between the electron spin and the scattering
center (local magnetic moment). As the electron traverses a wall of thick-
ness D the exchange field will rotate around it with an angular frequency
ωwall = pivF /D. Meanwhile, the Larmor frequency of the spin in the canted
exchange field is given by ωLarmor = J/~, with J the exchange energy. The
maximum angle θ0 can be estimated as the angle the local moment rotates
during half a Larmor precession θ0 = (2pi~vF )/(EexchangeD). Considering
< cos θS >= cos
2 θ0 and θ0 being small (ωLarmor < ωwall), so that sin θ0 ≈ θ0,
the magnetoresistance within the wall can be rewritten as
∆R
R
=
2P
(1− P )2
(
2pi~vF
Eechange
)2
1
D2
(2.4)
Figure 2.8: (Left) (a) The spin precessional behavior for a cobalt domain wall.
The spin orientation is shown in red; the local exchange field variation is shown in
blue. (Right) Schematic illustration of the similarity between the magnetic ge-
ometry of a GMR trilayer and a ferromagnetic domain wall. (b) The relationship
between an antiferromagnetically aligned trilayer and the presence of a domain
wall. (c) The trilayer in its ferromagnetically aligned state, which corresponds to
the absence of the domain wall in the ferromagnet. Taken from [44].
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It is evident from this expression that thinner domain walls make a more
significant contribution to the magnetoresistance. In fact, the thinner the
domain wall, the more the system approximates to that of a GMR layer
structure in which the change in the spin orientation is truly “sudden” (see
Fig. 2.8 b and c). In practice the entire sample, both domains and walls, is
measured. In order to include the domains it is necessary to multiply this
result by D/d, where d is the average domain size. Viret et al. studied ∼ 30
nm thick Co and Ni polycrystalline films on glass. The average domain wall
width was 15 nm for Co and 100 nm for Ni. Using Eq. 2.4 a spin-scattering
magnetoresistance (∆R/R)Co = 3 × 10−4 and (∆R/R)Ni = 4 × 10−5 were
calculated which compare to the experimental value of (∆R/R)Co = 2×10−4
and (∆R/R)Ni = 3×10−5. The main message of this work was that even for
thicker domain walls the process of passing a wall is not purely adiabatic.
The following year, Levy and Zhang published a fully quantum mechani-
cal model to explain the resistivity due to domain wall scattering [45]. They
used the same Hamiltonian that was used to describe the GMR in magnetic
multilayers. It consists of two parts: a spin dependent electronic structure
part, whose eigenstates are referred to as the spin-dependent band struc-
tures of ferromagnetic metals and a scattering part due to defects present in
the material. When a domain wall is present (magnetization is not collinear)
an extra term appears in the Hamiltonian which represents the perturba-
tion of the wavefunctions due to the twisting of the magnetization in the
wall. The Hamiltonian for the wall does not have pure spin eigenstates as
the rotating exchange field in the wall produces an admixture of states with
opposite spins. The impurity potential therefore scatters electrons from one
eigenstate to another and thereby mixes the two current channels. This is
the source of extra resistance in the wall. The application of a field that
is large enough to saturate the magnetization erases domains and the walls
separating them. It produces a homogeneous sample whose eigenstates are
pure spin states. The impurity potential does not scatter electrons between
states of different spin so that the spin current channels are independent of
one another.
Two basic geometries were considered, named after the corresponding
geometries for GMR measurements: current in wall (CIW), where the cur-
rent density lies in the wall plane; and current perpendicular to the wall
(CPW), where the current flow is normal to the wall. The magnetoresis-
tance ratios for the two geometries are given by:
MRCIW =
ρCIW − ρ0
ρ0
=
ξ2
5
(ρ↑ − ρ↓)2
ρ↑ρ↓
(2.5)
and
MRCPW =
ρCPW − ρ0
ρ0
= MRCIW
[
3 +
10
√
ρ↑ρ↓
ρ↑ − ρ↓
]
(2.6)
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where ξ = (pi~2kF )/(4mDJ) represents the departure from adiabaticity and
is the spin-mixing parameter, ρ↑ and ρ↓ are the spin-resolved resistivities of
the metal and ρ−10 = ρ
−1
↑ + ρ
−1
↓ is the magnetically saturated resistivity. If
the wall rotation is slow enough that perfect adiabaticity is maintained then
the spin channels remain completely decoupled. It was shown in [45] that
the formulae depend only on the spin-asymmetry ratio α = ρ↓/ρ↑ which
gives the polarization of the current, and ξ ∼ 1/D2. To estimate the MR
due to the walls, commonly accepted values for kF = 1A˚
−1, J = 0.5eV ,
and ρ↑0/ρ
↓
0 = 5 - 20 (this range holds for Co, Fe and Ni, and for a variety of
impurities at room and low temperatures) were used. Considering a 15 nm
thick cobalt wall , MRCIW = 0.3%− 1.8% and MRCPW = 2%− 11% were
estimated at room temperature. The conclusion of this work was that the
mistracking is not a source of scattering or resistance; rather the impurity
scattering produces the resistance.
Both the Levy and Zhang quantum model and the Viret et al. semiclas-
sical model share some important features. In both cases, the MR ratio is in-
dependent of the overall scattering rate. It is the degree of spin-polarization
of the current that determines the size of the MR effect. Also in both cases
the MR ratio within the wall is inversely proportional to the square of the
wall thickness, so that narrow walls are required to obtain a large MR. The
length scale is set not by the randomization of the momentum of the elec-
trons by scattering, since the scattering rate is not important. Hence there
is no need for the electrons to traverse the wall in a ballistic manner, they
may scatter many times. It is set instead by the rate at which the spin of
the electrons can relax to track the changing magnetization direction in the
sample.
2.4.1.2 Negative domain wall magnetoresistance
There also are theories which predict that the presence of a wall will increase
the resistance. Tatara and Fukuyama treated the scattering of the conduc-
tion electron by a domain wall in a wire of ferromagnetic metal within the
framework of linear response theory [46]. They investigated the effect of
the wall on quantum transport properties in the disordered system, where
the interference effect becomes important. The wall suppresses the inter-
ference between the electrons, and hence decreases the resistance in the
weakly localized regime. This is predicted to be a measurable effect be-
cause the quantum part of the resistance was found to dominate over the
classical Boltzmann part. Another interesting aspect presented in [46] is the
appearance of conductance fluctuations due to small motions of the wall.
This effect has to be carefully observed by means of transport and imaging
measurements, because the nucleation or annihilation of a wall can produce
similar jumps in resistance.
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An alternative approach was given by van Gorkom, Brataas and Bauer
[47]. They estimated the change in resistivity due to a change in magneti-
zation within the Drude formula. The Drude resistivity of a single-domain
ferromagnet in the two-band Stoner model is given by
ρ =
m
e2
1
n↑τ↑ + n↓τ↓
(2.7)
where m is the mass of the electron, e is the charge of an electron, n↑(n↓)
is the density of spin-up (spin-down) electrons, and τ↑(τ↓) is the scattering
relaxation time for the spin-up (spin-down) electrons. A domain wall causes
a redistribution of the electrons between the spin-up and spin-down bands
and thus modifies the resistivity when τ↑ 6= τ↓. With n = n↑ + n↓, n↑,↓ =
n↑,↓0 + δn↑,↓, and δn↑ = −δn↓, the change in resistivity is found to be
δρ ≈ −ρ20
e2
m
δn↑(τ↑ − τ↓) (2.8)
where ρ0 is the resistivity of a single-domain ferromagnet. In this model a
negative as well as a positive domain wall resistance is possible, depending
on the difference of scattering relaxation times. τ↑,↓ depend to a large extent
on the type of impurities present in the sample [48] and slight stoichiometry
and morphological variations as suggested in [49]. These predictions for the
DW resistance can be experimentally tested by intentionally doping samples
with different impurities and measuring the DW resistance as a function of
type and concentration.
2.4.2 Ballistic regime
Although the ballistic DWMR effect was not found experimentally in this
thesis due to the size of the measured nanocontacts, this regime is discussed
in order to give to the reader a more complete picture of the spin-dependent
transport in nanocontacts down to the atomic scale. While the phenomenon
of a diffusive DWR has been theoretically (Sec. 2.4.1) and experimentally
(Sec. 2.5.2) established beyond reasonable doubt, that of a ballistic effect
is far more problematic to establish. This is mainly due to the extreme
difficulty of characterizing the nanoscale devices that are required - since
most magnets are metals, the Fermi wavelength λF is typically only ∼ 1A˚,
and the devices must hence consist of a few atoms to be of the appropri-
ate size. Moreover, magnetic metals are not free electron-like, and so the
mean free path l is at best only tens of A˚ . This means that to form a
truly ballistic contact the device size must be of atomic scale. Such de-
vices are experimentally difficult to deal with in several ways: firstly they
are hard to fabricate in a reproducible manner; they are almost impossible
to characterize structurally or magnetically; and finally they are unstable
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with time-varying properties and have rather short lifetimes of at best a few
hours.
The conventional definition of a ballistic device is one where the dimen-
sions are smaller than the mean free path, so that it is band structure and
geometric effects, rather than scattering, that determine the conductance.
The simplest definition for the ballistic traversal of a wall might then be that
the electrons traverse the wall without scattering, so one condition might be
D ≪ l. However, the mean free path does not explicitly enter the formulae
for the diffusive DWMR, Eq. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. The electron spins may
still have a chance to dephase as the wall is crossed and the condition for
preventing this is that D ≪ ~vF /J . More extreme is the Cabrera-Falicov
limit, where the wall is thin enough to reflect an electron wavefunction, here
the condition is D ≪ 2pi/kF .
It is interesting to ask why in the case of a nanocontact one can predict
a huge MR, but in the case of a extended wall the MR does not exceed a few
tens of percent for reasonable values of spin-polarization. The answer lies
in the fact that for a laterally extended system - be it domain wall, tunnel
barrier, or interface - all available channels for conduction are open: that is,
every value of k‖ less than kF in the 2D Brillouin zone can contribute to the
conduction. In the nanocontact case this does not apply and only a very
small number of channels are open - perhaps only one. It is the polarization
of these few states that is important, rather than the average over the full
2D zone. Since there are few states, there is a good chance that the spin
polarization of these happens to be quite high. Thus, the number of open
conduction channels with different transmission probabilities and certain
degrees of spin polarization along with the different degrees of spin-flipping
introduced by the wall can explain the variability in experimental results
[50].
It has been shown theoretically that the spin polarization can be also
changed by non-magnetic atoms at the nanocontact [51]. It is expected that
a few-atoms Ni nanocontact does not remain chemically pure under ambient
conditions in air, but it gets oxidized. This can give rise to conduction
through spin-polarized oxygen p states, which were treated using the Kubo
formula [52] to calculate the conductance between two semi-infinite Ni leads
each coated with an adlayer of O atoms. Each O atom was found to develop
a rather large magnetic moment of 1.4 µB, meaning that the conducting
states are highly spin-polarized. Magnetoconductance ratios of hundreds of
percent were found for this structure. Similar adlayers of Cl, S, or C were
shown not to be polarized and no MR was found in theses cases.
An expression for the magnetoconductance ∆G/G was given in [53] in
terms only of the Fermi wavevectors kF↑ and kF↓ and the domain wall
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thickness D:
∆G
G
=
pi2
8
P 2
1− P 2
[
1
cosh2 pikF D
+
1
cosh2 pikF PD
]
, (2.9)
where P is defined in terms of the spin-resolved Fermi wavevectors, P =
(kF↑−kF↓)/(kF↑+kF↓), as in the Stearns tunnelling model, and kF = (kF↑+
kF↓)/2 is the spin-averaged Fermi vector. The similarity of the central term,
P 2/(1 − P 2), to the Julliere tunnelling formula (Eq. 5 in [41]) underlines
the similarity of the physics in this model to the tunnelling process between
the two magnetic electrodes.
There are theoretical predictions of very large DWMR through a mag-
netic point contact containing an atomically abrupt domain wall. Imamura
et al. [54] showed that the spin precession of a conduction electron is forbid-
den in such an atomic scale DW and the sequence of quantized conductances
depends on the relative orientation of magnetizations between left and right
electrodes. The magnetoresistance is strongly enhanced for the narrow point
contact reaching 1800% and oscillates with the conductance. Tagirov et al.
[55] found MR ratios up to around 1000% in the ballistic limit and 450%
in the diffusive case. All these predictions remain to be confirmed convinc-
ingly by performing the characterization of both the atomic and magnetic
configurations on these very fragile systems.
2.5 Nanocontacts: Experimental situation
2.5.1 Large domain wall magnetoresistance - ballistic limit
In the past few years there has been a substantial research effort on magnetic
nanocontacts. This effort was started with the claim by Garcia et al. of the
observation of a MR of 200% in mechanically formed point contacts made
by touching two Ni wires [56]. The effect, named ballistic magnetoresistance
(BMR), was observed at room temperature and fields of only a few Oe were
required to switch between the two resistance states. The effect was only
seen for contacts with a conductance of a few times the quantum unit of
conductance G = 2e2/h, implying that the contact area is little more than
a few atoms. This result attracted a large number of other groups to look
at this effect. The effect was interpreted as the trapping of a nanometer
sharp domain wall in the nanocontact (as suggested by Bruno [20]) at low
fields, leading to a modification of the transmission coefficients of the various
spin-polarized channels conducting the carriers through the constriction. No
effect was observed when one, or both, Ni wires were replaced with Cu.
While in the original paper the conductance was always much lower
when the domain wall was present, with the wires oppositely magnetized, a
full MR loop was found to display either a positive or a negative effect [57].
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These new experiments were performed on electrodeposited nanocontacts
across nickel wires in a “T” geometry. The resistance of these nanocontacts
was in the range of 1 to 500 Ω, corresponding to a diameter of 3 - 100 nm.
The same contact was reported to show both positive and negative magne-
toresistance effects (25% at room temperature) depending on the sequence
of the applied magnetic fields and current pulses. The current pulses were
thought to modify the local magnetic domain configuration in the electrodes
in the vicinity of the nanocontact region, and various possible domain states
were proposed that could explain the results. The mechanism for this to
take place was suggested to be either a spin-transfer effect or a simple inter-
action with the strong Oersted field produced by these high current density
pulses. The same electrochemical technique and “T” configuration have
been used by Hua and Chopra to form Ni nanocontacts with claims of mag-
netoresistance of over 3000% (11 nm estimated diameter) [58] and 100000%
(few nm to few tens of nm estimated diameter) [59], with the saturated state
being the high resistance one in most samples. The zero-field resistance was
in the range of 8 to 20 Ω. An experimental observation of the nanocontact
[59] showed that it is made of whiskers with nano-constrictions, pointing
toward a picture of several ballistic, quasiballistic, and diffusive conductors
acting in parallel and series to give rise to the observed large effect, instead
of the ideally assumed single, monolithic nanocontact.
These results are still hotly debated, raising serious doubt about the
origin of the measured BMR, but without ruling out the possibility of
true BMR of electronic origin in nanocontacts. Egelhoff et al. [60] have
carried out a wide-ranging and careful series of experiments on the geome-
tries, which had been used for BMR measurements, finding that whenever a
large MR was observed it was caused by artifacts involving magnetostrictive
or magnetostatic forces making and breaking the contact. Also, magnetic
nanoparticles created in the contact region during the fabrication using a
plating process can then move under the application of a field and cause
large resistance changes [61]. A small amount of plating solution was ex-
tracted from the vicinity of the growth region and placed in the gap of a
new unused pair of electrodes. Similar, BMR-like effects, were found. This
group went on to construct an extremely well-controlled electrodeposition
environment, where the contact can be stabilized and maintained at a very
well-defined resistance, and MR measurements made in situ [62]. No BMR
of any magnitude was detected for Ni contacts in any field orientation, as
was also reported by Yang et al. in [63].
To address some of the criticisms of their earlier work, Garcia et al.
formed pseudo-planar devices, showing some very large effects initially, but
these soon vanished after field cycling [64]. The initial effects were of similar
size for both Ni and NiFe contacts, although the effect of magnetostriction
should be much reduced in the latter, if good quality permalloy contacts are
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formed. One interesting statement in this paper is: “...This corresponds to
the second loop taken; the first one exhibited 1 000 000% MR! We do not
understand this and maybe it is an illusion...”
Most recently, the group of Chopra et al. continued to stress that their
measured effects are genuine, and claim the absence of magnetostriction-
related artifacts in Ni and Co contacts, showing large MR in the G0 con-
ductance limit [65, 24]. In their paper on Ni nanocontacts [65] they argue
that at G0 even a sub-A˚ motion of the contact would result in a total loss of
conductance. However, the half MR traces that they measure are noisy and
rather irreproducible. On the other hand, the complete MR curves on Co
atomic point contacts in [24] show clear features, which occur at particular
values of applied field. The presence of an abrupt domain wall across the
contact, acting as a “quantum” spin-valve, causes the number or proba-
bility of transmitting channels to differ between antiferromagnetically and
ferromagnetically aligned states, giving rise to a stepwise change in magne-
toresistance. Another interesting aspect of these quantum contacts is the
oscillatory nature of magnetoresistance as a function of contact size. The
oscillations arise from a sudden change in the number of open conductance
channels at certain sizes of the constriction.
As with Tunneling Magnetoresistance (TMR), one will anticipate the
highest possible MR when half-metallic electrodes are used. Values up to
8000% for magnetite (Fe3O4) and 100% for La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 in single and
multiple nanoconstrictions 20 to 50 nm wide were found and interpreted
within a model for domain-wall magnetoresistance [66]. Another half-metal
which exhibited MR up to 80% at room temperature was Co2Cr0.6Fe0.4Al
[67].
Large MR values of 2000% were measured in a (Ga,Mn)As double con-
striction patterned into a wire by electron beam lithography. The discovery
of such a large effect in the new class of ferromagnetic semiconductor ma-
terials has been explained not by a DWR effect, but by TMR [68].
2.5.2 Small domain wall magnetoresistance - diffusive limit
In this section an overview of the experimental work done on diffusive
nanocontacts is presented. If BMR is ever to be employed in a real de-
vice structure it will need to be implemented in a planar technology. In
general, the formation of atomic scale structures using conventional lithog-
raphy is not possible, even with the high resolution electron and focussed
ion beam tools available today. Florez et al. have formed junctions of NiFe
down to sizes of about 15 nm, which were shown to trap domain walls using
MFM [49]. Drops in resistance, when scaled to the size of the wall, indicated
that the presence of a wall in a contact actually increased the conductance
by a few percent in these devices, although they claim that one single de-
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vice showed a drop in conductance of the same order of magnitude. The
presence of negative or positive DW contributions was explained using the
model of Gorkom et al. (see Sec. 2.4.1) implying slight stoichiometry and
morphological variations in the nanocontact.
On the other hand, several sets of well-controlled “T”-junction devices
have not found any large MR effects. Stable Co constrictions of nm scale
only show effects of the size that might be anticipated from AMR, all below
1% [69] in spite of a diligent search as will also be shown in this thesis.
Ozatay et al. [70] formed Ni-Ni contacts in a membrane nanohole with an
exchange biased bottom layer using FeMn . No effect larger than a fraction
of a percent was found, although point contact spectroscopy revealed that
the conduction was at least partly ballistic. Contact diameters, estimated
from the junction resistances using the Sharvin formula [70], were as small
as 3 nm.
The group of Viret et al. have studied truly atomic scale contacts, and
demonstrated conductance through a single atom of Ni [71]. These samples
were mechanical break junctions showing clear conductance quantization,
measured at low temperatures. The junctions were formed in an inert he-
lium atmosphere. Complicated MR responses of a few tens of percent were
found, composed of smoothly varying curves, with some discrete jumps at
largely reproducible field values. The field direction dependence indicated
that this is an effect with the same features as the AMR, and could be
interpreted in terms of the spin-orbit coupling in the atoms within the con-
tact. In a follow-up paper they described, how to account for and minimize
magnetostrictive effects in these junctions [72]. Since orbital moments are
generally found to be enhanced in low-dimensional systems, one might ex-
pect that their effects on the transport would also be augmented. Indeed, a
so-called giant anisotropic MR has recently been detected in an Fe atomic
contact by this group in both the atomic contact and tunnelling regimes
[73]. A theoretical description of the so-called “ballistic anisotropic magne-
toresistance” has been given by Velev et al. [74].
However, there are claims of modest success in the fabrication of planar
junctions. Khizroev et al. demonstrated MR of 18% at room tempera-
ture for a focused-ion-beam-fabricated NiFe nanoconstriction with critical
dimensions of 35 nm. The extra resistance is attributed to a nonadiabatic
spin transport through a domain wall confined in the junction [75]. A similar
MR value was measured on Ni nanocontacts whose sizes were progressively
decreased by electromigration. An evolution of the magnetoresistance from
AMR in wide junctions, to an enhanced AMR in few-channel wires, to TMR
in tunnel junctions, with large sample-to-sample variability in the shapes
and signs of the TMR was observed. No observed magnetoresistances were
larger than those expected from the known polarization of Ni. The meso-
scopic variation in MR indicates that the local junction environment can
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have a strong effect on the spin of the tunneling carriers [76].
It is clear that the problem of domain wall resistance has attracted a
lot of interest, both from theoretical and experimental points of view. The
predictions are diverse and it is not clear if the contribution is positive or
negative. More experiments are necessary to discriminate between models.
2.6 Micromagnetic calculations
To understand the measured MR signals as a function of external field,
the magnetization reversal process in Co nanocontacts has to be known.
For this propose, micromagnetic calculations were performed using the Ob-
ject Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework public code (OOMMF) from Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). It works by dividing
the sample into 2D or 3D grids of small cuboids [77]. The size of the
computational cell needs to be small enough to accurately represent the
smallest magnetic object in the sample. There are two quantities which de-
termine the maximum size of the computational cell: the exchange length
lexch =
√
A/K which is proportional to the domain wall width and the de-
magnetizing length lD =
√
2A/µ0M2s or the width of an isolated Bloch line.
The parameters involved are: A - the exchange constant (exchange stiff-
ness), K - anisotropy constant and Ms - the saturation magnetization. The
domains or walls are not postulated but arise from boundary conditions and
energy considerations. The concept is based on the fact that the magnitude
of the magnetization
−→
M = Ms−→m (Ms is the saturation magnetization and−→m(x, y, z) is the magnetization unit vector representing the magnetization
direction) is constant for each cell but its direction smoothly changes with
position from cell to cell. Thus, a continuum representation is used instead
of discrete magnetic moments located at the sites of the atoms in the crystal
lattice.
One then proceeds by integrating the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation [77] forward in time for each element, taking into account the
interactions between all the elements, until some convergence criterion is
reached. The LLG equation is the equation of motion for the magnetization−→
M and has the following form:
d
−→
M
dt
=
−γ
1 + α2
−→
M ×−→H eff − γα
Ms(1 + α2)
−→
M × (−→M ×−→H eff ), (2.10)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (m/(As)), α is the phenomenological
damping coefficient and
−→
H eff (A/m) is the local effective magnetic field
obtained by taking the derivative of the total energy (J/m3) at a given cell
with respect to the local
−→
M .
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Figure 2.9: The different torques experienced by the precessing magnetization−→
M in an effective field
−→
H eff , related to the two terms in the Landau-Lifschitz
equation (Eq. 2.10). The first term, ∝ −−→M × −→H eff , induces the precession
of the magnetization
−→
M around the effective field
−→
H eff . The second term, ∝
−−→M × (−→M ×−→H eff ), gives rise to the damping torque that causes the moment to
eventually settle pointing along the effective field direction.
The vectors in Eq. 2.10 are represented in Fig. 2.9: the magnetization−→
M , its time derivative d
−→
M/dt, the torque
−→
T 1 ∝ −−→M ×−→H eff and the damp-
ing term
−→
T 2 ∝ −−→M × (−→M ×−→H eff ). The torque −→T 1 is perpendicular to the
plane containing
−→
M and
−→
H eff and causes an infinite procession of magne-
tization around
−→
H eff . The time derivative term d
−→
M/dt lies in the plane
(abcd) perpendicular to
−→
M . The damping term
−→
T 2 is perpendicular to the
plane determined by the vectors
−→
M and d
−→
M/dt. It causes energy dissipa-
tion, driving the system into an equilibrium state. The equilibrium state is
reached when the magnetization at any point aligns along the local effective
field, within a specified tolerance margin.
An externally applied field contributes to the effective field, driving the
motion of the magnetic moments. The exchange, anisotropy and demag-
netizing interactions are also included into this effective field. To calculate−→
H eff the total energy density E at a given cell is needed. The various
energy densities which sum together to give the total energy E are [41]:
Eexch =
A
M2s
(|∇Mx|2 + |∇My|2 + |∇Mz|2), (2.11)
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x), Eanis−uniaxial = Ku sin θ,
(2.12)
Edemag =
1
2
µ0
4pi
−→
M(−→r )·
(∫
V
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′ −
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−̂→n · −→M(−→r ′)
−→r −−→r ′
|−→r −−→r ′|3d
2r
′
)
,
(2.13)
EZeeman = −µ0−→M−→H. (2.14)
The first term Eexch shows that any change in the direction of
−→
M with
respect to the parallel alignment of the local magnetic moments results in
an energy penalty. A is the exchange stiffness defined as (n/a)JS2 where
n is the number of atoms per unit cell, a the distance between neighboring
planes (lattice constant), J is the value of the exchange integral having
quantum mechanical origin and S is the spin.
The second term Eanis takes into account the interaction of the magne-
tization with the crystal lattice. This term also includes surface anisotropy.
It results from spin-orbit interaction and depends on the crystal structure.
It causes the preferred alignment of the magnetization into certain direc-
tions with respect to the crystallographic equivalent easy axes. For cubic
materials like, e.g.,iron and nickel the anisotropy energy density is given by
the first formula in Eq. 2.12 where Kc1 is the cubic anisotropy constant and−→
Mx,
−→
My,
−→
M z are the magnetization components along the cubic axis. The
high-order terms are neglected. For hexagonal materials like cobalt the sec-
ond formula in Eq. 2.12 applies. Ku is the hexagonal (uniaxial) anisotropy
constant and θ is the angle between magnetization
−→
M and the main axis
(easy axis) of hexagonal crystal.
The magnetostatic (demagnetization) energy density Edemag is the sum
of long-range dipole-dipole interactions with a factor 1/2 to avoid double
counting. Eq. 2.13 shows that the Edemag at any cell is a spatial integral
of the magnetization
−→
M over the entire computational box. In a numeri-
cal calculation for a computational box containing n unit cells, this means
that the demagnetizing energy term includes the interactions of every cell
with all the others, thus involving n2 terms, whereas n terms are required
for computing the exchange and anisotropy energy terms only. Therefore,
computing the magnetostatic energy takes most of the computer time in
a typical micromagnetic calculation. The demagnetizing energy term also
requires the most computer memory. It effectively restricts the size of the
sample to below the micrometer region when using a reasonable cell size.
As it was already mentioned in Sec. 2.1.1 the demagnetization forces are
responsible for the domain formation.
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Finally the Zeeman energy density EZeeman contains the interaction with
an external magnetic field. The applied field can be uniform or non-uniform.
For a uniform external field this energy depends only on the average mag-
netization and not on the particular domain structure.
The effective field is then defined by:
−→
H eff = − 1
µ0
∂E
∂
−→
M
(2.15)
Details about the calculation of the energy density terms, the integra-
tion of Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, the method used to control the
integration error are given in [77].
For a given applied field, the numeric integration continues until a con-
trol point is reached. A control point event may be raised by the iteration
count, elapsed simulation time, or by the maximum value of |−→M×−→H eff |/M2s
dropping below a specified control point - torque value. For the simulations
of Co samples presented in this thesis a torque smaller than 10−6 for all the
spins was used to test convergence to an equilibrium state. In order to ob-
tain reliable results a base calculation cell of 3 nm was used. Since the real
structures are in the µm range the micromagnetic simulations were carried
out on the area around the nanocontact preserving its real dimensions and
shape. The other parameters used in the calculation were: Ms = 1.4 × 106
A/m, A = 30 × 10−12 J/m, Ku = 520 × 103 J/m3, γ = 2.21 × 105 m/As,
and α = 0.5 which allows the solver to converge in a reasonable number of
iterations. The anisotropy direction was randomly varied in the xy-plane
to simulate a polycrystalline material. The results are shown and discussed
in chapter 4.
Chapter 3
Experimental techniques
In this chapter sample fabrication and experimental techniques are de-
scribed in detail. In order to understand spin-dependent transport in mag-
netic nanocontacts a method to vary their size and geometry in a controlled
manner is needed. We developed a new fabrication method by combining
the proximity effect of electron beam lithography with a special layout de-
sign. In this way nanocontacts with widths ranging from 11 nm to 170 nm
were routinely obtained. Details of sample preparation are given in the first
section (Sec. 3.1). Then follows a description of the measurement setup
along with the types of measurements used for electrical characterization
(Sec. 3.2). Since the direct observation of the magnetization distribution
during the reversal process in individual nanostructures is hard to achieve,
we used magnetoresistance measurements as an indirect sensing tool based
on anisotropic magnetoresistance effect. To further characterize the mag-
netic properties of the nanostructures we investigate the remanent magnetic
domain configuration using Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM). The third
section (Sec. 3.3) explains the principle of MFM. Special attention is paid
to the possible influence of the magnetic tip on the magnetic structure of
the sample due to the scanning procedure specific to our microscope.
3.1 Sample preparation
The substrates used in this thesis consists of n-type heavily doped (100)
silicon (Si) with a resistivity of 0.01 Ωcm and a top layer of silicon dioxide
(SiO2) with a thickness of 100 nm. The highly doped Si can serve as a back
gate, if a voltage is applied to it. After cutting the 4-inch silicon wafers into
square pieces of 10 mm, the sample is transferred to the clean room where
it undergoes cleaning and processing. Sample production consists mainly
of an optical and two electron-beam lithographic steps.
Lithography is commonly used to manufacture devices on scales smaller
than a micrometer. Light, electrons, X-rays and protons can be used to
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print patterns on a sensitive layer. The methods used for the experiments
presented in this thesis are discussed below.
3.1.1 Optical lithography
In optical lithography ultraviolet light (λ = 250 nm) is used to expose a
photosensitive emulsion (or resist) through a photomask. For this a Mask
Aligner MA-6 from Su¨ss coupled with a high-pressure mercury lamp with 7
mW/cm2 maximum power were used. One cell of the photomask is shown
in Fig. 3.1.
The gray features represent the pattern defined with chrome as the ab-
sorbing film, while the rest is transparent quartz. Optical lithography (im-
age reversal technique) was used to define the e-beam markers and bonding
pads. This method of image reversal produces negative tone images in pos-
itive photoresist. Most of the sample preparation took place in the 100
class cleanrooms of ISG2 and IEM at the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich. The
standard procedure is shown schematically in Fig. 3.2.
First a 600 nm layer of AZ5206 photoresist is spun onto the sample and
soft baked at 900C for 2 min to remove the solvent and make the resist
photosensitive. Then, the sample is exposed through the photomask shown
in Fig. 3.1 for 2.4 s. Although this is a positive photoresist comprised of a
novolak resin and a photoactive compound, it is capable of image reversal
resulting in a negative image of the mask pattern and a negative wall profile
ideally suited for lift-off. The image reversal capability is obtained by a
special crosslinking agent in the resist formulation which becomes active
at temperatures above 1100C and only in exposed areas of the resist. The
Figure 3.1: One cell of the optical mask (left) and a zoom in the center of the
cell (right). There are 5 x 5 cells with a separation of 500 µm in between on a 10
mm x 10 mm sample.
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baking time was 2 min at 1150C. The crosslinking agent together with the
exposed photoactive compound leads to an almost insoluble substance in the
developer (AZ326 MIF:H2O), which is no longer light sensitive, while the
unexposed areas still behave like normal positive photoresist. After a flood
exposure (no mask required) of 12 s these areas are dissolved in standard
developer for positive photoresist and the crosslinked areas remain. This is
done by dipping the sample for 25 s in a mixture of 100 ml AZ326 MIF and
12 ml H2O. Before depositing metal, possible left-over photoresist in non-
crosslinked areas, which can reduce the adhesion, is burned by exposing the
sample to 200 sccm oxygen plasma for 2 min at 300 W. Next, 5 nm of Ti were
deposited by e-beam evaporation to ensure good adhesion to the substrate
followed by 100 nm of Au to define the e-beam markers and electrodes
at a base pressure of 2 × 10−7 mbar. After metallization, the sample is
transferred to an acetone bath, where the resist is dissolved. With this lift-
off technique metal is only left where it was evaporated directly onto the
substrate. In the end a cleaning step in NMP (N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone) at
80 0C for one hour is performed to ensure that no photoresist is left onto
Figure 3.2: Optical lithography - image reversal technique: (a) spin coating, soft
bake and light exposure around the features where the metal will be deposited; (b)
post exposure bake resulting in a crosslinking of the previous exposed areas and
flood exposure; (c) flood exposure makes previously unexposed areas soluble to
developer; (d) after development; (e) metal deposition and lift-off - the remaining
resist is dissolved in acetone; (f) the final result - only the metal evaporated
directly onto the substrate remains.
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the substrate. The final result is a 10 mm x 10 mm sample with 5 x 5 cells
(like that on Fig. 3.1) with a separation of 500 µm between the cells.
3.1.2 Electron beam lithography
Derived from the early scanning electron microscopes, the electron beam
lithography (EBL) technique consists of scanning a narrow beam of electrons
across a surface covered with a resist film sensitive to those electrons, thus
creating a latent image of the desired pattern in the resist film. EBL is
a maskless technique offering the ability to change lithography patterns
from one run to the next without incurring the cost of generating a new
photomask. Besides flexibility, EBL is capable of very high resolution, but
is also slower than optical lithography.
Electron beam lithography tools are capable of forming extremely fine
probes, however, there are non-negligible effects due to electrons hitting the
workpiece [78]. As the electrons penetrate the resist, they experience small
angle (forward) scattering, which tend to broaden the initial beam diame-
ter. As the electrons penetrate into the substrate, they occasionally undergo
large angle scattering (backscattering). The backscattered electrons cause
the proximity effect, where the dose that a pattern feature receives is affected
by electrons scattering from other features nearby. During the propagation
process the electrons are continuously slowing down, producing a cascade
of low energy electrons called secondary electrons. These are responsible
for the bulk of the actual resist exposure process. Since their range in resist
is only of a few nanometers, they contribute little to the proximity effect.
Instead, the net result can be considered to be an effective widening of the
beam diameter. In the simplest positive resists, electron irradiation breaks
polymer backbone bonds, leaving fragments of lower molecular weight. A
solvent developer selectively washes away the lower molecular weight frag-
ments, thus forming a positive tone pattern in the resist film.
Two EBL steps were used: first, magnetic structures were written and
second connected by Au pads with Ti/Au electrodes previously defined by
optical lithography. The aim was to obtain a very small magnetic nanocon-
tact between two wider magnetic electrodes. For the first EBL step we used
a dedicated Leica EBL system whose high e-beam energy and stable current
ensure high reproducibility. It also provides fully automated sample move-
ment and pattern alignment. We have chosen a two-layer PMMA (poly-
methylmethacrylate) resist system, with a high molecular weight PMMA
(950 K 3%) on top of a low molecular weight PMMA (200 K 4%). The bot-
tom PMMA is more sensitive than the top layer resulting in an undercut
resist profile which aids in the lift-off process providing a clean separation
of the metal from the resist walls. The standard procedure is shown in
Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Electron beam lithography: (a) spin coating, bake of two PMMA
resist layers and e-beam writing of the desired pattern; (b) undercut profile ob-
tained after development; (c) metal deposition and lift-off; (d) the final result.
Additionally, by using a high energy of 70 keV and a thin PMMA top
layer, the electrons pass the first resist layer without being significantly
(forward) scattered loosing their energy in the bottom PMMA layer. Thus,
small features close to the size of the e-beam diameter (20 nm) could be
realized. To go below that limit, we designed the electrodes with a gap in
between expecting help from the proximity effect to expose the gap. Fig. 3.4
schematically depicts the mechanism used to form small nanocontacts.
When the resist is exposed by the electron beam at the tip of each
electrode, then the interelectrode region is also partially exposed because
the beam has a Gaussian intensity profile (indicated by the dotted lines
in Fig. 3.4). Since the designed gaps of 5, 10, and 15 nm are close to
the actual beam size, both beams overlap in the gap region. Therefore,
an overall beam dose whose profile is described by a solid line in Fig. 3.4
interacts with the resist in this region. Consequently, after developing, the
area dosage remains higher than threshold exposure dosage and forms a
nanocontact structure. We could go down to 11 nm nanocontact width,
which is below the e-beam diameter, for a designed gap of 15 nm and a
dose of 220 µmAs/cm2 as shown in Fig. 3.5 c - bottom image.
Taking advantage of EBL flexibility the magnetic structures were varied
as follows: Along the y-direction, magnetic structures with different ge-
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the proximity effect of e-beam lithogra-
phy. The designed gap between the electrodes (up) is exposed indirectly by the
two beams overlap (middle) with a dose above the threshold level (bottom).
ometries and sizes were written resulting in a variation of the nanocontact
geometry. These geometries are shown in Fig. 3.5 b. Along the x-direction,
the e-beam dose was varied between 200 µmAs/cm2 to 280 µmAs/cm2 in
steps of 20, affecting the nanocontact size but without changing the elec-
trodes. Inside each cell there were four identical structures marked with
dashed circles in Fig. 3.5 a. They were designed with no gap and 5, 10,
and 15 nm gap in between the electrodes starting from up to down in order
to obtain an additional variation of the nanocontact region. In this way
nanocontacts with widths ranging from 11 nm to 170 nm and different ge-
ometries were realized in the same batch and on the same sample, offering
the possibility of a thorough study of the spin-dependent transport.
In the second EBL step, the 20 nm thick cobalt structures are linked
with the bonding pads by 100 nm thick Au electrodes. A non-magnetic
material was chosen to eliminate any influences on the magnetic reversal of
our structures. A completely cell is presented in Fig. 3.5 a.
Because this step is not so critical regarding size reproducibility we used
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) for the writing process. The system
consists of a Leo-1550 emission electron microscope equipped with a Raith
lithography system and Elphy-Plus software. The maximum energy this
SEM can provide is 20 keV which is too low to avoid forward scattering in
the first PMMA layer and thus, a well defined cut-off profile is not realized.
Giving that size reproducibility is not critical, the same two-layer PMMA
resist system like in the first EBL step was used. Unlike the Leica system,
the Raith’s SEM conversion kit we used only had manual alignment. Thus,
patterns were limited to single writing fields. Corrections for rotation, shift,
and orthogonality were applied to single fields (with single patterns); these
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Figure 3.5: SEM pictures of (a) ready to measure cell; (b) examples of cobalt
structures - scale bar 1 µm; (c) zoom of the nanocontact region - scale bar 100
nm.
corrections were not applied globally to correct the sample rotation and
stage nonorthogonality. Before exposure, the desired electrode pattern could
be well adjusted by a two step alignment procedure: first taking a low
resolution SEM image of each cell center also containing the four e-beam
markers seen as squares in each corner of Fig. 3.5 a (rough alignment),
followed by a high resolution scanning of each marker (fine alignment). The
alignment consists of “dragging” the markers from the SEM images over
the designed ones. The writing field (where exposure takes place) is 120
µm which covers the center of the cell together with the e-beam markers,
the corresponding SEM magnification being of 850. The most important
parameters for exposure are related by the formula: t = ds2/I, where d
is the dose (As/cm2), I is the beam current (A), s is the step size (µm
or pixel) and t is the dwelling time. The “step size” defines the distance
between exposure spots either in µm or pixel, the entire writing field size
is divided into 216 = 65536 pixels (16 bit DAC range) with the relation
between the writing field size and step size (in µm and in pixel) defined
as: step size (µm) / writing field size = step size (pixel) / 65536. The
“dwelling time” parameter defines the waiting period for the beam in each
writing spot during exposure. Considering a dose of 200 µmAs/cm2, a beam
current of 80 pA, a step size of 4 nm = 2 pixel, the calculated “dwelling
time” is 400 µs.
The fabrication procedure is similar to the one depicted in Fig. 3.3. The
only difference consists in an Ar plasma etching step in order to remove
the native CoO before depositing Au in-situ by sputtering at a pressure
of 10−7mbar. This step ensures an ohmic contact Au/Co and thus a low
resistance which is mainly given by the nanocontact cross-section.
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3.2 Setup for transport measurements
The final device, bound on a chip carrier, is mounted in an exchange gas
continuous flow cryostat with the possibility of applying a magnetic field up
to 1.2 T. The cryostat comprises a heat exchanger, sample space, radiation
shield and vacuum case. Liquid He is drawn from a separate helium storage
dewar and circulated through the heat exchanger in the cryostat. The
circulating cryogenic liquid does not come into contact with the sample, a
separate He exchange gas being present in the sample region. This gas is
in good thermal contact with the heat exchanger, thus cooling the sample
by conduction through the exchange gas. The lowest working temperature
was 4.2 K. The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.6.
The external magnetic field can be applied in the sample plane at an
arbitrary angle with respect to the nanocontact axis. To vary the angle a
stepper motor is coupled to the sample holder. Different types of measure-
ments including: magnetoresistance (R vs. B), voltage - current (V - I),
angular magnetoresistance (R vs. θ) can be performed. All are run by a
computer via LabView programs.
Transport measurements were performed in a four-point geometry, mainly
at room temperature, but also at 4.2 K. The connections to a magnetic
structure are presented in Fig. 3.5 a. For the d.c. case (see Fig. 3.7 a), a
constant direct current of maximum 1 mA was applied with a Keithley 224
current source and a voltage drop ∆U = U+ − U− of the order of tens of
mV was measured with a Hewlett Packard 34401 A multimiter. Thus, the
Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up and cryostat. An
external magnetic field is applied in the sample plane under a variable angle set
by a stepper motor.
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Figure 3.7: Electronic schemes to determine the unknown resistance Rx. (a) A
constant current I (DC) produces a voltage drop ∆U on Rx which is measured
by a digital multimeter (DMM). To protect the sample against excess current
two diodes are mounted in parallel with the sample (one for each current flow
direction). The absolute resistance R = ∆U/I is measured. (b) A sinusoidal
voltage given by the internal oscillator of the lock-in amplifier is applied to the
sample producing a sinusoidal current. This creates an alternative voltage drop
UA which is in phase with the applied voltage. To increase the sensitivity a
constant modulated voltage UB is subtracted from UA using the A-B mode of
the lock-in. A resistance in arbitrary units is given due to compensation.
absolute change in resistance ∆R = ∆U/I could be calculated. The cur-
rent density in the nanocontact was of the order of 107 A/cm2 range. While
such a current still reduces the life of the nanocontact, it is low enough not
to generate heating effects and domain wall depinning by the current. For
smaller d.c. currents the voltage drop falls within the noise limit (± 10 µV).
To gain sensitivity, a sinusoidal voltage of a few mV with a frequency of
1.2 kHz was applied to the sample by a lock-in amplifier model 5209 from
EG&G Princeton Applied Research (see Fig. 3.7 b). The resulting sample
modulated signal was input in the channel A of the lock-in amplifier, while
the compensation signal was input in channel B. Because the two signals
are in-phase, they can be subtracted using the A-B mode of the lock-in
amplifier. Two to three orders of magnitude (typically mV to µV) can be
gained by compensation, while the physics of the measurements remains
unchanged, because the signal at B is constant. Thus, the main advantage
of this technique is to provide a high resolution using a small bias current of
0.1 mA. It also has a drawback: namely, due to compensation, the results
are given in arbitrary units [a.u.], and a d.c. measurement is additionally
needed for a quantitative analysis.
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3.3 Magnetic Force Microscopy
Magnetic Force Microscopy is one of the most commonly used magnetic
imaging techniques. There are many commercial as well as home-made
MFM instruments with different operating modes and detection/feedback
schemes. All of them are using the same principle, detection of a force
gradient between the magnetic coated AFM tip and magnetic sample. To
generate a magnetic image, MFM can be operated in a constant frequency
shift mode [79], a tapping/lift mode [80] or a constant height mode. They
are schematically presented in Fig. 3.8.
A commercial MFM system was used, MultiMode SPM from Digital
Instruments, which operates in a tapping/lift mode that allows to separate
between magnetic contrast and topography. The MFM tips from NanoSen-
sors have a 40 nm thick cobalt alloy coating. As shown in Fig. 3.8 b,
measurements are taken in two passes across each scan line; each pass con-
sists of one trace and one retrace. In the first pass, topographical data is
taken in tapping mode using the cantilever oscillation amplitude as feed-
back. In the lift mode the tip is raised to an user controlled scan height (h)
which takes into account the previously measured topography, providing
a constant separation between the tip and local surface topography. The
interaction between the sample stray field and the magnetic tip is detected
by monitoring the cantilever’s frequency (or the phase) shift with respect
to the resonant frequency. A quantitative analysis of the observed magnetic
contrast is not straightforward, since MFM does not directly monitor the
magnetization distribution, but rather the stray field. Furthermore, one
needs to know the tip stray field and its distribution to estimate the mutual
distortion between the MFM tip and the sample moment for a given tip-
sample separation [81]. MFM images of a cobalt structure and nanocontact
are shown in Fig. 3.10 b and c, respectively. It was taken at remanence
following positive saturation (+200 mT) with a lift scan height of 30 nm.
For parallel sample/tip stray fields directions the tip will feel an at-
Figure 3.8: Schematic diagrams of the different operating modes: (a) constant
frequency shift mode. The feedback loop maintains the resonance frequency at
a constant value by adjusting the tip-sample separation; (b) tapping/lift mode,
tapping scan is used to obtain the sample topography, while the lift scan follows
the measured topography with a lift hight h (dashed line). Clean separation
of topography signal and magnetic signal can be obtained; (c) constant height
mode. The tip lies in a plane above the surface.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic description of the MFM principle. The main source of
sample stray fields are (a) magnetic domains for out-of-plane magnetized sample;
(b) domain walls for in-plane magnetized sample. The attractive or repulsive
interaction with the tip stray field determines a path for the cantilever. The
associated magnetic contrast is shown above the path. (c) small canting of the
tip presumably responsible for the in-plane sensitivity.
Figure 3.10: Examples of MFM images following positive saturation B = 200
mT: (a) topography, (b) magnetic signal, (c) image of the nanocontact region
taken in the next scan. Both MFM images were taken with a lift scan height
of 30 nm. Regions 1, 1’ and 2, 2’ demonstrate the in-plane sensitivity of the
magnetic tip. Regions denoted with 1 and 3 show a reversible and respectively, an
irreversible change of the sample magnetic configuration due to the MFM tip stray
field. The topographic feature indexed with 2 influences the magnetic imaging,
while the feature 4 has no significant influence. The white arrows represent the
magnetic configuration given by the magnetic contrast.
tractive force (force gradient) and the cantilever resonance frequency will
become smaller - dark contrast. For antiparallel case the opposite happens,
the MFM tip will feel a repulsive force and its resonance frequency will
increase - bright contrast [83]. The ideal case for a thin film is presented in
Fig. 3.9 for out-of-plane (a) and in-plane (b) magnetized sample.
Our sample is magnetized in-plane so what we should see are just the
stray fields coming out from domain walls and vortices. Nevertheless, a
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different magnetic contrast is observed for antiparallel in-plane magnetized
regions of the sample (1, 1’ and 2, 2’ in Fig. 3.10 b). The in-plane sensitivity
can be explained by a small canting of the tip relative to the surface normal
as shown in Fig. 3.9 c. This produces a parallel component with the sample
surface of the tip stray field, which interacts with in-plane magnetization
giving a dark contrast for parallel alignment and a bright contrast for the
antiparallel case. Taking into account the previous considerations, a mag-
netization distribution like the one outlined in Fig. 3.10 b is deduced in our
sample.
During MFM imaging, especially in the tapping mode, the tip and sam-
ple are in contact to each other. This can potentially lead to an alteration
of the magnetic configuration by the tip. To check this, the same struc-
ture was scanned along two perpendicular directions. The result is shown
in Fig. 3.11, demonstrating that the magnetic tip does not influence the
magnetic structure during the tapping mode.
However, the MFM tip stray field can cause locally, reversible and irre-
versible distortions which can be enhanced by topographic features. It can
reversibly affect domain walls by moving them back and forth during the
trace and retrace . This effect can be seen in region 1 of Fig. 3.10 b, while
it disappears in the next scan - Fig. 3.10 c. It can also irreversibly change
magnetic structure by locally moving domain walls to new energy minima,
without returning to the original position even when the tip stray field is
removed - region 3 of Fig. 3.10 b and c. The area denoted with 2 is an
example of a distortion caused by a topographic feature, while, on the con-
trary, feature 4 has no significant influence on the magnetic contrast. This
difference can be explained by the abrupt change in topography caused by
feature 2 in comparison with a relatively smooth change seen for feature 4.
Figure 3.11: Experimental proof that the magnetic tip does not write the struc-
tures during the tapping mode. (a) first MFM image; (c) second MFM image
on the same structure. The scan directions are indicated on the MFM pictures.
The white arrows represent the magnetic configuration given by the magnetic
contrast.
Chapter 4
Experimental results and
discussions
It has been experimentally established that domain walls contribute to the
magnetoresistance and numerous theoretical formulations have been pro-
posed (see Sec. 2.4 and 2.5). In most cases, the domain wall (DW) scatter-
ing contribution is embedded in larger contributions from the anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) and the Lorentz magnetoresistance (LMR). In
the following, I will describe the MR and MFM measurements on 20 nm
thick cobalt nanostructures of different geometries and sizes that contain
localized constrictions. The purpose of the constriction is twofold: first, to
magnetically decouple the electrodes, and second, to act as a pinning center
for domain walls. The magnetic field was swept from positive to negative
saturation (backward sweep +/-) and back (forward sweep -/+) in order to
see the hysteretic behavior. The magnetic field was applied usually in-plane,
parallel to the current (longitudinal configuration) as well as perpendicular
to the current (transversal configuration). This study starts with an ex-
tended cobalt thin film and continues with different patterned structures,
which provide well-defined transport measurement geometries. To explain
the measured MR curves, the understanding of the magnetization reversal
processes from the micromagnetic point of view is needed. For this propose,
micromagnetic simulations were performed using the public code OOMMF
described in Sec. 2.6. Since the temperature is not included and the simu-
lated area (1 µm × 522 nm) represents only a small part of the real sample,
the simulations give a qualitative description of the reversal. This generally
results in an overestimation of the switching fields. Throughout this chapter
the micromagnetic calculations are displayed using arrows and colors. The
arrows represent the top view (z axis) and are mostly black because the
magnetization lies in the sample’s plane. The color code gives the in-plane
(x-y) magnetization configuration: red (+x), blue (-x), white(±y).
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4.1 Cobalt thin films
The 20 nm thick cobalt films were deposited by electron beam evaporation
on Si/SiO2 substrate at a rate of 0.1 A˚/s in a vacuum system with a pres-
sure of 2×10−6 mbar. The structural properties of the Co films have been
investigated using AFM and XRD. The films are polycrystalline consisting
of small grains with an average size of 3 nm and a surface roughness of 0.28
nm (see Fig. 4.1). The crystal structure is found to be mainly hcp Co from
XRD measurements. The residual resistance ratio Γ = R(300 K)/R(4.2 K)
is low (Γ = 1.4), indicating that the films are highly disordered. Accord-
ing to the Kohler plot [82] the classical Lorentz magnetoresistance becomes
negligible for highly disordered metals. The LMR contribution, which is
proportional to (µB)2 was estimated to ≃ 5× 10−6 % [83] for typical mag-
netic fields of B ≤ 300 mT, and can be thus safely neglected. Thus, the
observed magnetoresistance effects are mainly due to AMR and DWMR.
To characterize the magnetic properties of the films, magnetoresistance,
MOKE, and SQUID measurements were performed. In Fig. 4.2 a and b the
MOKE and MR measurements for a 20 nm thick cobalt film are given. The
dashed lines emphasis the correspondence of the magnetization reversal to
the MR curves, demonstrating that the MR measurements can be used as
a indirect tool to determine the magnetization reversal process. The simi-
larity of the MOKE curves, taken with the magnetic field applied in-plane
of the film, parallel and diagonal to the sample’s edge, indicates that no
magneto-crystalline anisotropy is involved. This means that the magnetic
easy axis of the Co grains in the polycrystalline film is randomly distributed.
In the following the longitudinal and transversal MR curves are discussed
(Fig. 4.2 b). In the longitudinal configuration, coming from positive satu-
ration, a decrease in resistance at remanence as compared to the saturation
is observed. Below B = 0 mT, the resistance continues to decrease until
Figure 4.1: AFM image (2 x 2 µm2) of a 20 nm thick Co film on SiO2/Si
substrate.
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Figure 4.2: (a) and (b) Comparison of Magnetization vs. B and Resistance vs.
B - hysteresis curves for the same Co film. B represent the external applied mag-
netic field. MOKE measurements were performed with the in-plane magnetic
field applied diagonally (green) and parallel (blue) to sample’s edge. The longi-
tudinal (circles) and transverse (triangles) MR curves show a hysteretic behavior
with two peaks at the coercive fields B = ± 2 mT. The corresponding values of
MR = [R(B)−Rp]/Rp are 0.08% and -0.06%, respectively. The saturation mag-
netic field was ± 70 mT. (c) Domain wall scattering induced resistance obtained
by adding transverse and longitudinal magnetoresistance curves. The black/red
arrow represents the backward/forward sweep direction.
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the switching field is reached, followed by a continuous increase back to the
saturation value. This behavior is explained as originating from the forma-
tion of domains with transversal magnetization (M⊥). The fraction of M⊥
is given by (∆r/∆R)× 100, assuming that ∆R corresponds to an in plane
perpendicular magnetization fraction of M⊥ = 100%. It increases, reaches
a maximum of 53% at the coercive field, and decreases towards the nega-
tive saturation, showing an opposite behavior as compared to MR. In the
transverse configuration, following a similar reasoning, the increased frac-
tion of longitudinal magnetization accounts for the increase in resistance.
The magnetization reversal process ends, when the magnetization aligns
with the applied negative magnetic field. These correlations suggest that
the MR curves are dominated by the anisotropic magnetoresistance effect
discussed in Sec. 2.2.
The symmetry properties of AMR were used to subtract it from the
measured signal as proposed by Viret et al. [43]. Measurements were per-
formed, where the current flow was along and normal to the field direc-
tion. Due to the small grain size of our films and the extended shape no
magneto-crystalline or shape anisotropy is involved, which can affect the
reversal mechanism by imposing preferred directions. It can be seen from
Eq. 2.2 that AMR ∼ cos2 θ, where θ is the angle between magnetization −→M
and current density
−→
J . Thus, the diagonal and parallel measurements will
generate AMR signals that are ∝ cos2 θ and ∝ sin2 θ respectively. If there
is no other effect than AMR in the sample, these two terms should add to a
constant. Any deviations should reveal a magnetoresistance of other origin.
The data obtained for the Co film is displayed in Fig. 4.2 c. The deviation
from AMR, visible in the (R00 + R900/2R00) vs. B plot, is due to domain
wall scattering.
The sign of this DWMR contribution as well as its magnitude (7×10−4)
are found to be in agreement with those observed Viret et al. (2 × 10−4),
thus determing the applicability of their model to this case (see Sec. 2.4.1).
The positive peaks, which appear at the coercive field are attributed to
an extra resistance based on the Larmor precession of the conduction elec-
trons, which experience difficulty in following adiabatically the changing
orientation of the local exchange field while crossing domain walls. We also
note that this value is of the same order of magnitude as the one found
theoretically by Cabrera and Falicov in the case of hundreds of nm wide do-
main wall (see Sec. 2.4.1). Taking into account the similar results of other
works, we conclude that the domain walls in our cobalt films give a positive
contribution to the resistance.
In Fig. 4.3 SQUID measurements on a cobalt film are shown. Because
after deposition the cobalt film is exposed to air, a native antiferromagnetic
CoO layer should be formed on the surface. To check this the Co/CoO
system was cooled below the Ne´el temperature of the antiferromagnet (TN ≈
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Figure 4.3: SQUID investigations of a 20 nm thick cobalt film at room temper-
ature (black), and at 30 K with zero field cooling (red) and field cooling of 250
mT (blue), demonstrating the presence of a native CoO film. The magnetic field
was applied in the sample’s plane.
290K), where due to the exchange bias effect [84] the Co layer is biased. This
should result in a negative shift of the hysteresis loop of the ferromagnet in
comparison with the room temperature loop (shown in black), which was
indeed observed. The strength of the exchange bias field depends on the
cooling procedure. When cooling down in the presence of a magnetic field
(shown in blue) the biased Co behaves, as if it possesses a unidirectional
anisotropy axis along the cooling field direction showing a larger shift and an
abrupt switching. In the zero field cooling case (shown in red) the exchange
bias varies locally giving rise to a smaller shift and a smooth switching.
4.2 Long rectangular electrodes: Structure A
The first type of magnetic structure is shown in Fig. 4.4 a. It consists of
two identical cobalt electrodes with a constriction of variable width (18, 21,
36 and 77 nm) between them. An MFM scan taken at remanence following
positive saturation in a magnetic field of 200 mT applied along the long
axis of the electrodes reveals domain flux closure patterns within the sample,
mostly visible at the ends of the electrodes. From the magnetic contrast one
can infer a dominant monodomain-like remanence state due to the shape
anisotropy. Representative longitudinal and transversal magnetoresistance
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Figure 4.4: (a) MFM image at remanence after saturating the magnetization
along the +x direction. The scale bar is 1 µm. Longitudinal (b) and transversal
(c) magnetoresistance curves of a 36 nm wide nanocontact are shown. The back-
ward (+ 200mT/- 200mT) and forward (- 200mT/+ 200mT) sweep directions
are shown in black and red, respectively and with arrows.
curves of such a structure with a 36 nm wide constriction are shown in
Fig. 4.4 b and c. The MR exhibits nonlinear hysteretic behavior showing
irreversible and reversible transitions marked by abrupt and gradual changes
in the resistance, respectively. In the longitudinal configuration, starting
from positive saturation B = + 200 mT, the resistance remains almost
constant up to B = 0 mT, since the magnetization in the nanocontact region
remains mostly unchanged, which is consistent with the MFM result.
After applying the magnetic field in the opposite direction, transversal
magnetization components develop in the electrodes as the magnetization
reverses leading to a continuous resistance decrease with increasing magnetic
field. On reaching the coercive field Bc where M⊥ = 30%, the resistance
sharply jumps to its saturation value. This fast switching reversal process
can be explained by the dissolution of two domain walls at the nanocontact
as will be discussed in more detail later.
In the transversal configuration the magnetic field is applied perpen-
dicular to the current and the easy axis defined by the shape anisotropy.
Decreasing the magnetic field from positive saturation (B = + 200 mT),
longitudinal magnetization components develop in the electrodes. The re-
sistance increases and reaches the same remanent resistance value as in the
longitudinal configuration corroborating that the contribution comes from
shape anisotropy. Passing B = 0 mT towards negative saturation (B = -
200 mT), transversal magnetization components develop in the electrodes
leading to a decrease in resistance back to its saturation value. The magneti-
zation reversal process can be described by predominantly coherent rotation
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of the magnetization between the magnetic easy axis and hard axis. The
shape of the MR and the relative resistance drop of up to 1% indicate that
the changes in resistance, in both configurations, are due to the AMR effect.
In the following the results of the micromagnetic simulations on the
36 nm wide nanocontact are presented and discussed. They are used to
check the conclusions drawn from the experiments. Complete simulations
on this structure, in both configurations, are shown in Fig. 4.5 (longitudinal
case) and Fig. 4.6 (transversal case). The evolution of the magnetization
as a function of the applied field is qualitatively similar also for the 18 and
77 nm wide nanoconstrictions (the 21 nm wide structure was only used
for MFM imaging). When the longitudinal magnetic field decreases from
positive saturation (image a2) towards zero (a3), the magnetization at the
electrode’s ends rotates in order to lower the magnetostatic energy, while
the rest remains mostly homogeneously magnetized along the +x direction.
Applying a negative field, the end domains grow by magnetization rotation
and domain wall movement giving rise to reversed domains which approach
the nanocontact region from both sides (a4 to a8). The reversal occurs
when the domains on each side of the nanocontact merge and dissolve (a9
to a15), which corresponds to the sharp resistance jump observed in Fig. 4.4
b. In Fig. 4.5 b the calculated evolution of the magnetization components
is shown along with the steps taken for the magnetic field. The increase
in M⊥ (My - green) before switching accompanied by the decrease in M‖
(Mx - red) is qualitatively consistent with the experimental longitudinal MR
for which the transversal magnetization components count. This leads to
the continuous resistance decrease with increasing magnetic field observed
before switching. It is also consistent with the AMR interpretation, because
the resistance shows a minimum when the magnetization is perpendicular
to the current flow direction.
The results of the micromagnetic simulations for the transversal field ori-
entation are presented in Fig. 4.6. Returning from positive saturation (im-
age a1) towards zero (a2) the magnetization aligns parallel to the nanocon-
tact’s axis and rotates in the electrodes to minimize the magnetostatic en-
ergy and follow the shape anisotropy. The relaxation is progressively result-
ing in a continuous increase in the longitudinal magnetization components
(Mx - red), which accounts for the measured increase in resistance. Apply-
ing a negative magnetic field, reversed domains develop in the electrodes
by magnetization rotation and domain wall movement. They extend into
the electrodes approaching the nanocontact (a3 to a8), which is the last
reversed region by magnetization rotation (a9 to a12). Thus, during the
sweep to negative saturation the amount of transversal magnetization (My
- green) increases which accounts for the measured decrease in resistance.
The simulations confirm qualitatively that the changes in resistance are due
to the AMR effect.
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Figure 4.5: (a) The simulated evolution of the magnetization with the magnetic
field applied along the long axis of the electrodes for the 36 nm wide junction is
shown. The reference above the images represents their index and the applied
magnetic field in mT. At the same magnetic field the difference is given by the
simulation time in ns, which is displayed below the reference. The green arrows on
(a2) and (a4) emphasize the direction of the magnetic field. (b) The correspond-
ing evolution of the magnetization components integrated over the structure. (c)
The color code for (a).
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Figure 4.6: (a) The simulated evolution of the magnetization with the magnetic
field applied perpendicular the long axis of the electrodes for the 36 nm wide
junction. The reference above the images represents their index and the applied
magnetic field in mT. At the same magnetic field the difference is given by the
simulation time in ns, which is displayed below the reference. The green arrows on
(a1) and (a3) emphasize the direction of the magnetic field. (b) The correspond-
ing evolution of the magnetization components integrated over the structure. (c)
The color code for (a).
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Additional insight into the low resistance state can be gained by minor
MR loops. In Fig. 4.7 longitudinal MR traces for an 18 nm wide nanocon-
tact are given. The left graph (a) is a complete MR cycle, which shows
positive transitions at the coercive fields Bc1 and Bc2. In the middle graph
(b) the magnetic field is swept from positive saturation (black arrow) and
stopped just before the sharp jump in resistance. Then, the field is swept
back (red arrow), the MR curve indicating a reversible domain wall propa-
gation and domain rotation. In the right graph (c) the sweep was stopped
just after the jump. When sweeping back the high resistance state persisted
up to B = 0 mT, and a positive transition is observed at a positive field
Bc2. This is characteristic of an irreversible process due to the dissolution
of domain walls, and strongly suggestive that Bc is the field, at which the
two domain walls dissolve in the junction accompanying the reversal pro-
cess as confirmed by the micromagnetic simulations presented above. Some
snapshots illustrating this process are presented in Fig. 4.9 a, b and c. The
presence of domain walls in the nanocontact region suggests that besides
AMR, DWMR contributes to the measured signal.
The longitudinal MR behavior for three nanocontacts with different
widths is shown in Fig. 4.8. The MR curves suggest that the underly-
ing magnetization reversal processes are similar. This is confirmed by mi-
cromagnetic simulations carried out on the area around the nanocontact
preserving its real dimensions and shape shown in Fig. 4.9. An asymmetric
nanocontact is obtained after a voltage - current characteristic with a max-
imum current of 0.5 mA is measured on the 77 nm wide nanoconstriction,
resulting in an asymmetric MR as compared with the previous MR mea-
surements. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8 c, the structure exhibits a two-step
switching process when returning from negative saturation. The first jump
can be associated with the pinning of two domain walls at the constriction
Figure 4.7: MR of a 18 nm wide nanocontact: (a) a complete MR curve; two
minor loops showing a reversible (b) and an irreversible (c) change in MR. A
typical hysteretic signature is recorded for the latter. The maximum applied
field is ± 60 mT.
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Figure 4.8: (a) SEM pictures of three nanocontacts with widths of 18, 36 and 77
nm (from left to right). The scale bars are 200 nm. (b) Comparison of longitudinal
MR measurements performed on these nanostructures: 18 nm (triangles), 36 nm
(squares), 77 nm (stars)(before applying a current of 0.5 mA). The arrows are
associated with the symbols and show the sweep directions. (c) The MR response
of the 77 nm width junction after applying a current of 0.5 mA. The first positive
jump in resistance ∆r′ is attributed to domain wall pinning.
as shown in Fig. 4.9 g. Similar MR was observed experimentally in [30]
and discussed in Sec. 2.3.1. The continuously decreasing resistance after
the first jump reflects the increasing amount of magnetization components
in the nanocontact, which are oriented perpendicular to the current. The
second step represents the dissolution of the two domain walls correspond-
ing to the completion of the switching process. The absence of the second
step in the opposite sweep direction can be explained by considering that an
asymmetric nanocontact behaves like a domain wall diode [85]. Thus, each
side of the nanocontact has a different pinning potential, which a domain
wall needs to overcome. We suggest that a domain wall coming from right
to left (backward sweep, shown in black) faces a weaker or no pinning, as
compared to a DW coming from right to left (forward sweep, shown in red).
Combining simulation with experiment, the sign and magnitude of the
DWMR effect are determined. From the simulation one can estimate the
amount of M⊥,sim before the switching (Fig. 4.5 a9 ) to 51%, which gives
∆rsim = (∆Rexp × M⊥,sim)/100 = 0.66 Ω. ∆R and ∆r are referred in
Fig. 4.2 b. This value is higher than the experimental one of ∆rexp = 0.38
Ω, which corresponds to M⊥ = 30%. Both, the simulation and experiment
include the AMR, but only the latter contains DWR contributions. There-
fore, it is tempting to attribute the extra resistance to one or more domain
walls. Micromagnetic simulations show that two domain walls exist in the
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nanocontact just before the reversal (see Fig. 4.9 d).
From the domain walls resistance of RDW = 0.28 Ω (∆rsim − ∆rexp) a
positive interface resistance of a single DW of 1 × 10−16Ω m2 is extracted.
The formula used to obtain this value is given by [86]
Rinterface =
RDW × w × t
n
(4.1)
where RDW is the domain wall resistance (0.28 Ω), w is the wall width
(36 nm), t represents the wall thickness (20 nm) and n is the number of
domain walls (2). An increase in resistance (∆r′) arising from the pinning
of two domain walls (see Fig. 4.9 g) is observed experimentally in the case
of a 77 nm wide nanocontact (see Fig. 4.8 c). This positive contribution
is partly compensated by the AMR effect, which accounts for 58% ×∆r′,
representing the percentage contribution of 0.38 Ω from 0.66 Ω. Thus, the
total change in resistance caused by the two domain walls (∆r′ + 58%×∆r′)
is 0.19 Ω, which corresponds to 6.8 × 10−17Ω m2 interface resistance of a
single DW. This value agrees well with the previous experimental results
of 8.3, 6.4, and 7.8 ×10−17Ω m2 obtained on cobalt films [33, 34, 86]. The
corresponding MRs for a single DW, calculated relative to the longitudinal
saturation resistance, are 0.09% and 0.055%, respectively. These values are
about one order of magnitude smaller than the AMR effect.
It is shown by SQUID measurements given in Fig. 4.3, that a native
antiferromagnetic CoO layer forms on the surface of a cobalt film when
being exposed to air. In the following, the influence of the exchange bias ef-
fect on the spin-dependent transport in cobalt structures with constrictions
is discussed. For this purpose, we performed magnetoresistance measure-
ments at 4 K, cooling down in an applied magnetic field of B = + 410 mT.
This procedure results in a uniform biased Co layer, which behaves as if it
possesses a unidirectional anisotropy axis along the field cooling direction.
In Fig. 4.10 the 4 K MR curves of a 36 nm wide nanocontact are given.
The cooling field direction (grey arrow) as well as the measurement config-
uration (magenta arrow - applied magnetic field, cyan arrow - current flow
direction) are shown. Let us first discuss the case when the cooling field is
applied along the long axis of the electrodes. An asymmetry in the switch-
ing field is observed, which is attributed to the exchange bias field. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.10 a and b, which shows that when the magnetization
(green arrow) rotates against (black arrow) the bias field (grey arrow) the
switching field is higher than in the opposite case when, the magnetization
rotates towards (red arrow) the bias field. The difference between the room
temperature longitudinal and transversal MR shown in Fig. 4.4 b, c and
4 K MR can be explained by the presence of the exchange bias field and
temperature dependence of the magnetization reversal process. Thus, the
merging and dissolution of two domain walls at the nanocontact, associated
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Figure 4.9: The last stages of the simulated magnetization reversal process for
three different junction widths. The lower images in each panel are extended
views of the nanocontact region. The variable parameter is time indicated by the
green arrow. Complicated magnetic structures involving two domain walls preface
the reversal. How the domains merge and dissolve depends on the geometrical
details of the nanoconstriction.
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Figure 4.10: Magnetoresistance measurements of a 36 nm wide nanocontact
performed at 4 K after cooling down in an magnetic field of 410 mT. The cooling
field direction (shown in grey) along with the measurement configuration are
given on the right side of the graphs. On the left side, a schematic representation
of the magnetization reversal (green arrows) with respect to the exchange bias
field (grey arrow) is shown. This drawing applies to the low-field switching region.
The black and red arrows correspond to the MR traces.
with the jump in resistance in Fig. 4.4 b, can be hindered, at low tem-
peratures by the bias field and pinning at defects and edges. These may
play an insignificant role at room temperature, where the thermal energy is
high enough to overcome them. This results in a smoother reversal at 4 K
(Fig. 4.10 a). When the cooling field is applied perpendicular to the long
axis of the electrodes (Fig. 4.10 c and d), a preponderant magnetization
rotation is observed, which takes place between a magnetic easy axis given
by the shape anisotropy and hard axis defined by the bias field. The shape
of the MR and the relative resistance drop of up to 1.3% indicate that the
changes in resistance are again due to the AMR effect.
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4.3 Mixed electrodes: Structure B
The second structure we have investigated is shown in Fig. 4.11. In contrast
to structure A, one of the electrodes is extended along the y direction in
order to obtain a different nanocontact geometry and shape anisotropy and
thus, to observe, if this leads to a different behavior of the magnetization
at the nanocontact. Typical longitudinal and transversal MR curves along
with the corresponding change in resistance are shown in Fig. 4.11 c and d,
respectively. In the longitudinal configuration, an interesting aspect is the
increase in resistance between + 200 mT and + 15 mT, which is attributed
to the left electrode. As the magnetic field decreases, the magnetization in
this electrode tends to follow to a larger extent the shape anisotropy. This
results in transversal magnetization components before passing 0 mT and
formation of domain walls. As the increase in M⊥ (My) gives a decrease in
resistance due to AMR, we assigned the extra resistance to domain walls.
Thus, the findings from Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.2 regarding the sign of DWMR
are confirmed. Between + 15 mT and 0 mT the M⊥ contribution exceeds
that of the domain walls and the resistance decreases. In Fig. 4.11 a the
magnetic configuration at remanence is shown. It consists of a flux-closure
magnetic state for the left electrode and a predominantly monodomain-like
state for the right electrode.
Reversing the magnetic field, M⊥ increases in both electrodes leading
to a decrease in resistance with increasing magnetic field. The longitudi-
nal MR curve of structure B shows an additional small jump in resistance
denoted with “2”, as compared with structure A, suggesting a two-step
switching process. Due to the larger extension of the left electrode, the
formation of a reversed domain close to the nanocontact is possible at a
lower magnetic field. When the field energy exceeds the shape anisotropy
energy the magnetization in this domain switches to the field direction.
This is an irreversible process (depinning against shape anisotropy), which
corresponds to the first big jump in MR at B = -16 mT denoted with “1”.
The expansion of the reversed domain stops at the junction resulting in a
pinned domain wall. The second smaller jump at B = -20 mT denoted with
“2” is attributed to the depinning of the end reversed domain in the right
electrode. This takes place at about the same magnetic field as in structure
A accompanying the complete reversal of the elongated electrode and the
dissolution of the domain wall pinned at the junction. At this stage the left
electrode is not completely switched, the resistance having a larger value as
compared with the saturation. This can be explained by a positive DWMR
contribution, which exceeds the AMR. The magnetization reversal process
ends at saturation, when the magnetization throughout the sample aligns
with the applied negative magnetic field.
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Figure 4.11: (a) MFM image at remanence following saturation along the -x
direction. The scale bar is 1 µm. The double arrow represent the scanning direc-
tion, while the dotted arrows the inferred magnetization configuration. (b) SEM
image of the 85 nm wide nanocontact. The scale bar is 100 nm. (c) Comparison
of longitudinal MR measurements on two nanocontacts: 45 nm (triangles) and 85
nm (squares). The arrows show the sweep directions. (d) Transversal MR curve
of the 85 nm wide nanoconstriction.
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In the transversal configuration a small hysteresis appears in MR around
zero magnetic field when returning from saturation as compared with the
structure A. Its presence indicates a magnetic anisotropy along the long
axis of the left electrode, which is favored at low magnetic fields. The
main contribution to the magnetization reversal process is given by the
right electrode. The reversal can be described by predominantly coherent
rotation of the magnetization between the magnetic easy axis and hard axis
(defined by the shape anisotropy) of the right electrode. The general shape
of the curves and the values of the MR are consistent with the AMR effect.
In the following the results of the micromagnetic simulations on the 85
nm wide nanocontact are discussed. They are shown in Fig. 4.12: top panel
- longitudinal configuration and bottom panel - transversal configuration.
When the longitudinal magnetic field decreases from positive saturation
(image a2) towards zero (a3), the magnetization at the electrode’s edges
rotates in order to lower the magnetostatic energy. This process depends
on the shape anisotropy of the two electrodes. While the right electrode
remains mostly homogeneously magnetized along the +x direction, a mag-
netic pattern resembling a flux-closure state develops in the left electrode.
The presence of domain walls and domains with transversal magnetization
components support the picture of an interplay between these contributions,
which was used to explain the measured MR before passing 0 mT. Apply-
ing a negative magnetic field, reversed domains develop in the electrodes by
magnetization rotation and domain wall movement (a4 to a9). While for
the right electrode an end reversed domain expands towards the nanocon-
tact, for the left one a reversed domain develops close to the junction. The
reversal in the nanocontact region occurs when the domains on each side of
the junction merge and dissolve (a9 to a13). This would correspond to a
single jump in resistance as shown in the case of structure A. This discrep-
ancy can be explained taking into account the effect of scaling down the
sample size on the simulation results. We suggest that in the simulation the
domain wall, which crosses the left electrode hinders the formation of a re-
versed domain at a lower magnetic field, as observed in the experiment. The
presence of this domain wall was confirmed experimentally by MFM, but in
the real sample it was situated at about 1 µm away from the nanocontact,
as compared to about 125 nm in the simulation. At this stage (a14) the
left electrode is not completely reversed, part of the transversal domain wall
being still present. This configuration can be associated with the high resis-
tance state after the second switching. The decrease in resistance towards
saturation corresponds to the wiping of domain walls out from the sample
(a15).
The calculated evolution of the magnetization for the transversal case
is shown in Fig. 4.12 - bottom panel. Returning from positive satura-
tion (image b1) towards zero (b2) the magnetization aligns parallel to the
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Figure 4.12: The simulated evolution of the magnetization with the magnetic
field applied along x direction (longitudinal - top panel) and y direction (transver-
sal - bottom panel). The reference on the images represents their index (right
corner) and the applied magnetic field in mT (above the junction). At the same
magnetic field the difference is given by the simulation time. The green arrows
on (a2, a4, b1, b3) emphasize the direction of the magnetic field.
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nanocontact’s axis and rotates in the electrodes to minimize the magneto-
static energy and follow the shape anisotropy. Applying a negative magnetic
field, reversed domains develop in the electrodes mostly by magnetization
rotation and domain wall movement. An interesting aspect during the re-
versal process is the creation of a vortex in the left electrode (b6), which
is then expelled from the structure (b7, b8). The reversed domains extend
in the electrodes approaching the nanocontact (b3 to b9), which is the last
region reversed by magnetization rotation (b10 to b12).
In Fig. 4.13 the 4 K MR on a 85 nm wide nanocontact are shown. Since
the physics involved in the magnetization reversal process is similar to that
described for structure A, only the differences will be discussed. The first
difference is the increase of the switching field from - 62 to - 90 mT (graph
a), which can be explained by the increase of the exchange bias field due
to the extension of the left electrode [87]. The second difference is the shift
to the right of the red curve in Fig. 4.13 b, which indicates a magnetic
anisotropy along the long axis of the left electrode. The shape of the MR
and the relative resistance drop of up to 1.2% indicate that the changes in
resistance are due to the AMR effect.
Figure 4.13: MR measurements of a 85 nm wide nanocontact at 4 K after cooling
down in an magnetic field of 410 mT. The cooling field direction (grey arrow)
along with the measurement configuration are shown on the right side of the
graphs. The black and red arrows indicate the sweep directions.
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4.4 “Butterfly” electrodes: Structure C
The third structure we have studied consists of two identical electrodes ex-
tended in the y direction resembling butterfly wings. An MFM image taken
at remanence following positive saturation is shown in Fig. 4.14 a. A flux-
closure magnetic state for both electrodes is observed. Characteristic for
such a butterfly-like structure are the step-like MR traces recorded for both
measurement configurations as shown in Fig. 4.15 where magnetotransport
curves for two structures and successive measurements are presented. The
position and the number of steps are not fully reproducible, since the mag-
netization can follow more than one path each time the process is repeated.
These steps are found to be distinct irreversible states as traced by minor-
loop MR measurements given in Fig. 4.16 e and f.
When returning from saturation with a magnetic field applied longitu-
dinally the resistance increases with twice the slope observed for structure
B up to + 13 mT. Like in the previous case (structure B) the extra resis-
tance is attributed to domain walls, which now appear in both electrodes.
After + 13 mT the resistance starts to decrease due to the increase in M⊥
reaching a remanent state like that shown in Fig. 4.14 a. The step-like
switching, which follows after passing 0 mT is attributed to the changes
in the magnetic configuration around the junction. This is confirmed by
MR measurements taken on a highly asymmetric nanocontact, which devel-
oped due to electromigration after successive loops on the structure shown
in Fig. 4.16 a. Such a nanocontact behaves like a domain wall diode [85],
with different pinning potentials on each side of the junction, resulting in
an asymmetric MR. The mirror reversal observed after rotating the sample
by 1800 (see Fig. 4.16 d) clearly indicates that the step-like MR originates
from the nanocontact and its proximity. The similarity in the high-field MR
Figure 4.14: (a) MFM image taken at remenence coming from positive saturation
(+x). The double arrow represent the scanning pocedure. The white arrows show
the inferred magnetic configuration. (b) SEM image of the nanocontact.
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Figure 4.15: MR traces of two different nanocontacts (83 nm wide): (a) lon-
gitudinal configuration, (b) extended view of (a), (c) transversal configuration,
(d) extended vies of (c). The arrows are associated with the symbols - sample 1
(squares), sample 2, first measurement (circles), sample 2, second measurement
(triangles) - and show the sweep directions.
constitutes an additional proof that the electrodes do not contribute to the
low-field MR. Their contributions are invariant to a 1800 rotation. By com-
paring the first jump in MR denoted with “1” for structure B (see Fig. 4.11)
with the last jump denoted with “3” for structure C (see Fig. 4.15 b), it can
be seen that they take place at about the same magnetic field. While in the
former case it is attributed to the switching towards the field direction, we
assign it now to two reversed domains approaching the nanocontact from
both sides and merging in the nanocontact. The steps can be associated
with different positions of the two domain walls relative to the junction,
while the plateaus relate to the pinning at these positions.
The transverse MR curves presented in Fig. 4.15 c and d show a pro-
nounced hysteretic behavior as compared to the findings on structure B.
Its presence indicates a magnetic anisotropy along the long axis of the elec-
trodes, which is favored at low magnetic fields. The general shape of the
curves and the values of the MR are consistent with the AMR effect.
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Figure 4.16: (a) SEM image of a 82 nm wide junction before MR measurements.
(b) Angular dependence of resistance at saturation (triangles) and at B = -10 mT
coming from positive saturation (squares, there successive measurements shown
in black, red and green). The magenta curve represents the AMR theoretical fit.
(c) Longitudinal MR loops showing the transition from a less (black and red)
to a highly asymmetric nanocontact. (d) extended view of (c) emphasizing the
mirror reversals measured on a highly asymmetric nanocontact after rotating the
sample by 1800. (e) Longitudinal minor loops. (f) zoom of (e) in the low-field
region. The black arrows represent the measurement procedure, starting from
positive saturation.
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In the following the results of the micromagnetic simulations on the 83
nm wide nanocontact are discussed. They are shown in Fig. 4.17: top panel
- longitudinal configuration and bottom panel - transversal configuration.
When the longitudinal magnetic field decreases from positive saturation
(image a1) towards zero (a2), the magnetization at the electrode’s edges
rotates in order to lower the magnetostatic energy. Applying a negative
magnetic field, reversed domains develop in the electrodes by magnetiza-
tion rotation and domain wall movement (a3 to a8). The reversal in the
nanocontact region occurs when the domains on each side of the junction
merge and dissolve (a8 to a11). At this stage (a11) the right electrode is not
completely reversed, part of the transversal domain wall being still present.
This configuration can be associated with the high resistance state after the
last switching event denoted with “3” in Fig. 4.15 b. The decrease in resis-
tance towards saturation corresponds to the wiping out of domain walls from
the sample (a12). The observed steps in MR could not be unambiguously
identified in the micromagnetic simulations. The correspondence between
the steps and magnetic configurations can be obtained by computing the
AMR curves [88].
The calculated evolution of the magnetization for the transversal case
is shown in Fig. 4.17 - bottom panel. Returning from positive saturation
(image b1) towards zero (b2) the magnetization rotates in the electrodes to
minimize the magnetostatic energy and follow the shape anisotropy. The
magnetization reversal process can be divided into three stages. In the first
stage, magnetization rotation and domain wall movement drive the reversal
until two vortices, one in each electrode, are formed (b3 to b6). In the second
stage, the vortices are moved by the field against the sample’s edges and
expelled from the electrodes (b6 to b9), accompanying the reversal of the
electrodes. In the last stage, a coherent magnetization rotation takes place
in the nanocontact (b10 to b12), resulting in a completely saturated struc-
ture. Again, it is difficult to make a correspondence between experiment
and simulation.
The angular dependence of resistance at saturation and at B = -10
mT following positive saturation is presented in Fig. 4.16 b. While the
former fits well with an AMR cos2θ profile (see Sec. 2.2), the latter exhibits
a significant deviation. This can be explained by the presence of domains
and domain walls in the switching region. In this case the cos2θ dependence,
which applies to single domain structure does not fully describe the MR.
Nevertheless, the general shape and the value of the MR point towards a
major contribution from AMR.
In Fig. 4.18 the 4 K MR on a 83 nm wide nanocontact are shown.
Two types of measurements were performed: cooling down in an applied
magnetic field of B = + 410 mT (graph a and c) and zero magnetic field
(graph b, d and e). It was shown by SQUID measurements given in Fig. 4.3
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that in the zero field cooling (ZFC) case the exchange bias varies locally
throughout the sample due to the random distribution of the CoO magnetic
moments. This was confirmed by successive MR measurements on the same
sample, in the ZFC case. They are presented in Fig. 4.18 b, d in and e.
It can be seen that the first trace in each graph (squares, backward sweep
- black arrows, forward sweep - red arrows) is different from the second
trace (circles, green/blue arrows). When cooling down in a magnetic field,
successive MR curves are almost similar. The small difference is due to the
training effect [84]. The switching field (graph a) continues to increase from -
90 mT (for structure B) to - 110 mT, supporting the picture of the increase
in the exchange bias field with the electrodes area [87]. The pronounced
hysteretic behavior in Fig. 4.18 c indicates a magnetic anisotropy along the
long axis of the electrodes. The shape of the MR and the relative resistance
drop of up to 0.5% indicate that the changes in resistance are due to the
AMR effect.
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Figure 4.17: The simulated evolution of the magnetization with the magnetic
field applied along x direction (longitudinal - top panel) and y direction (transver-
sal - bottom panel). The reference on the images represents their index (right
corner) and the applied magnetic field in mT (above the junction). At the same
magnetic field the difference is given by the simulation time. The green arrows
on (a1, a3, b1, b3) emphasize the direction of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4.18: Magnetoresistance measurements of a 83 nm wide nanocontact
performed at 4 K after cooling down in an magnetic field of 410 mT (a) and (c)
and zero magnetic field (b), (d) and (e). The black/red and green/blue arrows
on the graphs represent successive measurements and indicate the magnetic field
sweep directions. The cooling field direction (shown in grey) along with the
measurement configuration are given on the right side of the graphs.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
Controlling the magnetization configuration of a ferromagnetic nanostruc-
ture and understanding its reversal is relevant for all magnetic device ap-
plications. In confined systems such as magnetic nanocontacts or ferro-
magnetically contacted carbon nanotubes [92, 93], the direct observation
of the magnetization distribution during the reversal process is hard to
be achieved. These systems are usually investigated by magnetoresistance
(MR) measurements, which serve as a non-invasive probe, based on AMR,
GMR or TMR effects. Micromagnetic simulations are used to get insight
into the underlying magnetization reversal giving rise to the measured MR
signal.
In this thesis, 20 nm thick cobalt films and structures with constrictions
have been investigated at room temperature and 4 K. A new lithographic
approach combining the proximity effect of electron beam lithography with
a special layout design has been used to fabricate the nanocontacts. In order
to give the reader a complete view of the experimental work, representative
MR curves of all structures are given on the same figure. In the longitudinal
configuration, Fig. 5.1 a and b, due to the extension of individual electrodes
along the y direction (structure B, C and C1), transversal magnetization
components and domain walls develop in the extended electrodes. The in-
crease of the reversible high-field MR (region “1”) with increasing the width
of individual electrodes is attributed to a positive contribution coming from
the formation of domain walls in the electrodes since the transversal mag-
netization results in a decrease in resistance due to AMR. The domain walls
contribution is overcome by AMR towards zero magnetic field (region “2”),
resulting in a decrease in resistance. The second part of the low-field MR
(region “3”) is attributed to the nanocontact region and was found to de-
pend on both nanocontact shape and width. The different nanocontact
geometries with different shape anisotropies result in a different behavior
of the magnetization at the nanocotact. A transition from a sharp switch-
ing process (structure A and B) associated with two domains merging and
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dissolving in the nanocontact (irreversible switching event) to a step-like
MR (structure C and C1) is observed. The steps (irreversible events) are
associated with different positions of the two domain walls relative to the
junction, while the plateaus to the pinning at these positions (reversible
events). The presence of domain walls at the nanocontact, in the low-field
region, is confirmed by minor MR loops and micromagnetic calculations. In
the transversal configuration, Fig. 5.1 c and d, the high-field MR does not
show a significant dependence on the width of the electrodes because the
reversal is dominated by magnetization rotation rather than domain wall
formation. In the low-field region, a transition from no/small hysteretic
MR (structure A/B) - predominantly coherent rotation of the magnetiza-
tion between the magnetic easy axis and hard axis (reversible event) - to a
pronounced hysteresis (structure C and C1) due to the shape anisotropy,
which is favored at low fields, is observed.
Our room temperature experiments show the feasibility of engineering of
switching fields and reversible/irreversible magnetization reversals in mag-
netic nanostructures with constrictions using shape anisotropy, which is of
potential use for the implementation of optimized read heads in ultra-high-
density memory devices [89]. Magnetic domain-wall logic [90] and magnetic
race-track memory [91] are other emerging device applications which may
require tuning of the same parameters. Moreover, we show that the elec-
trodes contribution in confined systems can be separated from the confined
part’s contribution.
Micromagnetic simulations show that the nanocontact region is the last
reversed area. Reversed domains develop in the electrodes almost simul-
taneously because of their large widths, leading to a parallel alignment
of magnetization in the electrodes and two domain walls on each side of
the nanoconstriction. The nature and dynamics of the two domain walls
around the nanocontact could also be revealed by micromagnetic simula-
tions. The magnetization reversal takes place either by merging and dissolv-
ing of the two domain walls or magnetization rotation in the nanocontact.
How the domains merge and dissolve depends on the geometrical details of
the nanoconstriction. In both cases no sharp domain wall, which may lead
to ballistic magnetoresistance (BMR), develops at the nanocontact. We
suggest that the tip-to-tip geometry with µm large electrodes can lead to a
sharp domain wall across the constriction when an atomic point nanocon-
tact is formed [24]. In this case, the nanocontact is magnetically decoupled
from the extended electrodes, resulting in a separated reversal of the atoms
forming the nanocontact, which may lead to an atomically sharp domain
wall in the antiferromagnetically aligned state.
By comparing the calculated evolution of the magnetization components
integrated over the structure to the shape of the measured MR, it can be
concluded that the AMR is the dominant resistance contribution in our
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Figure 5.1: Review of room temperature magnetoresistance measurements.
Structure C1 is a larger version of structure C and was not discussed in chapter
4. The colored borders of the SEM images correspond to the same colors on
the graphs. The scale bars are 1 µm. The grey arrows represent the saturation
magnetization. (a) Longitudinal MR. The backward sweep direction is divided in
three regions denoted with 1, 2 and 3. (b) Extended view of (a) in the switching
region. (c) Transversal MR. The green and blue arrows indicate towards the axis
to be considered. (d) Zoom of (c) in the switching region for structures C and
C1. The cyan arrows indicate the backward sweep direction.
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structures. In the longitudinal configuration, the increase in the transversal
magnetization components before switching is qualitatively consistent with
the resistance decrease observed in Fig. 5.1 a - region “3” and b, which
shows a minimum when magnetization is perpendicular to the current flow
direction. In the transversal configuration, the increase in the longitudinal
magnetization components before zero magnetic field (structure A and B)
and the switching (structure C and C1) is qualitatively consistent with the
resistance increase observed in Fig. 5.1 c and d, which shows a maximum
when magnetization is parallel to the current flow direction. Moreover,
the experimental MR values of up to 1% are consistent with the AMR
interpretation.
The presence of domain walls in the nanocontact region suggests that
besides AMR, DWMR contributes to the measured signal. The simula-
tion and experiment include the AMR, but only the latter contains DWMR
contributions. Considering the calculated longitudinal magnetization con-
figuration before switching (for structure A), a higher drop in resistance as
compared with the experiment is found. The extra resistance is attributed
to the presence of one or more domain walls at the nanocontact. An average
positive interface resistance of a single domain wall of 8.4× 10−7 Ωm2, which
agrees well with the previous experimental results obtained on cobalt films
[33, 34, 86], and a domain wall magnetoresistance of 0.07% are estimated.
The smallest cobalt nanocontact measured in this thesis was 18 nm wide,
which corresponds to the diffusive regime of DWMR. In view of the fact
that DWMR contribution in this regime is embedded in AMR, the combi-
nation of experiment and simulation may prove a straightforward approach
to determine the sign and magnitude of DWMR in magnetic nanostructures.
It was shown by SQUID measurements that a native antiferromagnetic
CoO layer forms on the surface of a cobalt film when being exposed to
air. When the Co/CoO system is cooled below the Ne´el temperature of the
antiferromagnet (TN ≈ 290K), the Co layer is biased due to the exchange
bias effect [84]. The 4 K MR measurements, Fig. 5.2, are found to depend on
the cooling procedure. When cooling down in an applied magnetic field, an
uniform biased Co layer is formed, resulting in a unidirectional anisotropy
axis along the field cooling direction. The magnetization reversal takes
place either by preponderant domain formation or magnetization rotation
between the two axes defined by the shape anisotropy and bias field. The
difference between the room temperature MR shown in Fig. 5.1 and 4 K MR
are explained by the presence of the exchange bias field and temperature
dependence of the magnetization reversal process. The asymmetry in the
switching fields is attributed to the exchange bias field. The switching
field is higher when the magnetization rotates against the bias field than
in the opposite case when it rotates towards the bias field. The increase in
the negative switching field (Fig. 5.2 a) is explained by an increase in the
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Figure 5.2: Review of 4 K magnetoresistance measurements performed after
cooling down in a magnetic field of 410 mT. The cooling field direction (shown
in grey) along with the measurement configuration are given on the right side of
the graphs. The red arrows represent the saturation magnetization.
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exchange bias field with the electrodes area [87]. The magnetization reversal
is smoother at 4 K because it is hindered by the bias field and pinning
at defects and edges. In the zero field cooling case, there is no defined
bias field anisotropy direction due to the random distribution of the CoO
magnetic moments. This results in non-reproducible successive MR traces.
These experiments emphasize the importance of the cooling procedure on
the spin-dependent transport measurements in exchange biased confined
systems. They also offer an additional path to separate the switching fields
between two electrodes among which one is exchange biased.
The results of this thesis may be of importance for future studies of
the spin-dependent transport, particulary in 1-dimensional systems. Car-
bon nanotubes (CNTs) represent a very interesting confined system of 1D
topology. They exhibit ballistic conduction [94] and a long spin relaxation
time [95] (when ferromagnetic contacts are used to inject a spin-polarized
current), which allow spin manipulation during transfer process [96]. Al-
though, the different signs and amplitudes of the MR found in experiments
can be theoretically explained, a further control of the switching behavior of
the magnetic electrodes [97], understanding and optimization of the contact
properties [98], and understanding of the influence of the intrinsic property
of the carbon nanotube on the MR [99] are needed. Based on the results
of this thesis we suggest that in case of spin-dependent transport in car-
bon nanotubes the electrodes may consist of a narrow magnetic wire with a
constriction defined along its length and a large pad at one end of the wire.
In this way, the magnetization configuration and reversal of the electrodes
can be controlled: by positioning a large pad at one end of the wire, a wall
is reproducibly nucleated at the point where the pad joins onto the wire
[23] when a magnetic field is applied opposite to the direction in which the
sample was saturated, continuing increasing the field the wall is injected
into the wire and moves until is pinned at the constriction. Using two sim-
ilar electrodes, parallel and antiparallel configurations can be realized, as
shown in Fig. 5.3. Another advantage of this geometry is the absence of
stray fields, which are generated in extended ferromagnetic electrodes due
to magnetization rotation, near the contact with the nanotube.
The transparency of the contacts sets the regime of the electronic trans-
port. For high contact resistances R > h/e2, a nanotube can behave as
a quantum dot, in which the Coulomb blockade determines the transport
properties [100], whereas for low contact resistances R < h/e2, transport
is mainly determined by quantum interference [101]. It has been shown
[98] that for understanding the physics leading to the MR effect, it is es-
sential to determine the different characteristic energies (charge energy or
energy spacing), which set the behavior of the nanotube. This can be re-
alized by measuring the conductance as a function of the gate voltage (Vg)
and source-drain voltage (Vsd). While this was done in a two-point geom-
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etry, we suggest to combine it with a four-point experiment [102]. Using
four identical magnetic electrodes as those shown in Fig. 5.3 connecting
the same nanotube with the same gap between them, two sets of identical
measurements (conductance vs. Vg and Vsd) have to be performed in both
configurations. The two-terminal resistance measured between the two in-
ner electrodes includes the resistance originating from the nanotube (RNT )
and the contact resistances at the electrodes (Rcontact = Rc1 + Rc2), while
the four-terminal resistance includes the nanotube resistance (RNT ) between
the two inner electrodes. Thus, the gate and source-drain - induced change
can be attributed to the intrinsic property of carbon nanotube (RNT ) or
contact effects (Rcontact). This final example suggests only one of the future
research directions, which can make use of this thesis’s results.
Figure 5.3: (a) SEM image of a test carbon nanotube device consisting of two
identical electrodes on top of a bundle of single-wall carbon nanotubes. The
large pad at one end of the wire is used to inject a domain wall (white rectangle)
into the wire when a magnetic field is applied opposite to the direction in which
the electrodes were saturated (black arrows). The triangle shape of the other
wire’s end hinders the formation of reversed domains. A parallel (red arrows)
and antiparallel (green arrows) configurations at the nanotube’s contacts can be
realized. (b) SEM image of another carbon nanotube device taken at the nan-
otube’s contacts. (c) An example of a spin-dependent transport trace measured
on the device presented in (a) - preliminary results. (d) The expected magnetore-
sistance response providing that the electrodes exhibit reversal by domain wall
movement and the contacts to the nanotube and nanotube itself do not change
the spin orientation during the injection, transport and detection processes.
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